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DREAM JOBS

D r eam JOBS

Do what YOU love.
LOVE what you do.
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Miner Alumni Association
Representing more than 50,000 alumni worldwide

member
benefits
As a graduate of MSM, UMR or
Missouri S&T, you are automatically
a member of the Miner Alumni
Association and are entitled to:

Career Assistance:
Missouri S&T’s Career Opportunities
Center will help you in your job search.
For information, call 573-341-4343.

Services:
Online Community, including
searchable directory
Access to alumni ofﬁce via email
(alumni@mst.edu)
Address update service so you
don’t miss your Missouri S&T mail
Insurance discounts and offers
Travel opportunities

Miner Merchandise:
Chairs, lamps, watches, pendants,
Joe Miner credit card, license plates
for Missouri residents, and the ofﬁcial
Missouri S&T ring.
To take advantage of these offers,
or for more information, contact
the alumni ofﬁce:
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Miner Alumni Association Mission and Goals
MISSION

Miner Alumni Association
Missouri S&T
107 Castleman Hall
400 W. 10th St.
Rolla, MO 65409-0650
Phone: 573-341-4145
Fax: 573-341-4706
Email: alumni@mst.edu
Web: alumni.mst.edu

The association proactively strives to create an environment – embodying communication with and participation by Miner alumni
and friends – to foster strong loyalty to the university and growth of the association. The association increases its ﬁnancial strength
and provides aid and support to deserving students, faculty and alumni.

GOALS
• Increase alumni pride in their association with Missouri S&T and the Miner Alumni Association.
• Increase alumni involvement, especially that of young alumni.
• Increase alumni contributions, both in the number of alumni making a ﬁnancial commitment and in the dollars raised to beneﬁt
Missouri S&T and the Miner Alumni Association.
• Strengthen relationships with faculty, staff and students on behalf of the alumni association.
The ofﬁcers and other members of the association’s board of directors provide leadership and personal participation to achieve
these goals and fulﬁll this mission. For their efforts to be a success, they need YOUR active participation as well, in whatever alumni
activities you choose.
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From the editor
Mary Helen Stoltz, ’95
News and Features Editor

Except for a short period of time during middle school when
I thought I would grow up to be an elementary school teacher,
I always wanted to be a writer. I wrote my first book in fourth
grade. It was self-published in a fancy blue folder with brass
fasteners. The story, complete with crayon illustrations,
chronicled a flood of epic proportions. Thinking back, the details
are a little sketchy, but as I recall, Noah was not involved and there
was a lot of rowboat travel.
Years later, as a student worker in the Missouri S&T public
relations office, I had my first opportunity to write professionally.
It was just a news release about the Snowball Queen, but still,
I got paid to write it.
I still write for Missouri S&T, now as news and features editor
for this magazine. It truly is my dream job. I’ve come a long way
from writing about Snowball Queens — I guess you can say my
career has snowballed — and I am grateful for the opportunities
I’ve had.

Today we are facing tough economic times. But, as
evidenced by the nearly 150 employers recruiting students at
S&T’s spring career fair, a degree from Missouri S&T can still be
the ticket to a dream job.
Read on to learn about the dream jobs of a few of your fellow
alumni. Some, like the magician or the guys who build baseball
stadiums and work with Shamu, seem obvious. Many of you can
identify with the NASCAR engineer or the woman who develops
plastics for Nike, too. But I’m betting at least one dream-job
profile – that of Brandon Freeman, CE’08, on page 14 – will
surprise you.
I hope you enjoy the issue and that reading these profiles
will inspire you to write in and tell us why you love your job.
Who knows — you just may show up in the magazine.

Letters to the editor
The following exerpt is from a letter written by Michael C. Kearney, EE’60, of Kirkwood, Mo.,
a fraternity brother of late Kirkwood Mayor Mike Swoboda, ME’60, who died Sept. 6 as a result
of injuries suffered in the Kirkwood City Hall shootings of Feb. 7, 2008. The complete letter is online
at magazine.mst.edu.
Oct. 3, 2008
Mike Swoboda and I pledged Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity in Rolla in the fall of 1956.
Mike was voted in as chapter president in his
sophomore year: An unusual move at that time.
He quickly consolidated his leadership
team and our fraternity began to move up in
all aspects of our activities and in prestige on
campus. Bob Elrod, CerE’63, was the chapter
treasurer and Mike would have Elrod announce
all the moves and changes that might be
controversial. Poor Elrod was his lightning rod
but they made a good team.
Once I came into his room and it happened
to be election night. Mike had two yellow legal
pads on his desk and was listening intently to
the radio. On the pads were the names of all
the senators and governors running for ofﬁce
and he was keeping tally with a pencil.

He loved the political process and
particularly loved small-town politics. He
eventually got his dream job, mayor of
Kirkwood, and he brought to it the same skills
that made him so effective as a fraternity
president. Mike would always do all of the
grunt work to secure and know where all of his
votes were. Folks who found themselves on the
opposite side of an issue from Mike rarely were
willing to put in the time and effort that Mike
did regularly. As a result, they regularly lost
and Mike won, setting up some long-standing
resentments.
But one could never question where Mike’s
heart was. He was determined to be the very
best mayor that a town ever had. And he was.
I keep thinking of that song “Jimmy Walker
Loved New York.” Well, Michael E. Swoboda
really loved Kirkwood and served his town well.

Dear editor:
You should check your history as the
article that was written on our wars forgot
one. The Korean War was not mentioned.
I am a little upset as I served in that war.
Please advise.
Richard M. Humphries, CE’46
Florissant, Mo.
Missouri S&T Magazine staff
inadvertently omitted mention of the
Korean War in our Miners in the Military
issue (Winter 2008). We offer our apologies
to Mr. Humphries and all other alumni who
served in the Korean War. We honor your
service and certainly meant no disrespect
by the omission.
Thank you, Mr. Humphries, for bringing
this omission to our attention. And thank
you for your service to our country.
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Patrick Owen:

Engineering Adventure

Patrick Owen, CE’77, has spent the better part of the last
15 years in a theme park. It sounds like he’s competing for an entry
in the Guinness Book of World Records, but he’s not. It’s all part of
his job. Owen is vice president of design and engineering at SeaWorld
in San Diego.
Over the years, Owen’s projects have ranged from designing food
service and merchandise facilities to utilities and infrastructure, as well as
helping to develop major attractions like the Journey to Atlantis Coaster,
Pirates 4-D Theater, Shipwreck Rapids and Shamu Backstage. His favorites
are the attractions that involve animals – speciﬁcally Wild Arctic.
“It’s an immersive exhibit that includes a simulated helicopter
experience that takes our guests to an Arctic exploration base complete
with polar bear, walrus and beluga whale habitats where the guests can
observe the animals in natural environments,” Owen explains.
He even helped design some of those environments. And it wasn’t
always easy, he says.
“Participating in the development of a 7-million-gallon killer whale
pool, show sets for sea lions and otters, and natural habitats for polar
4
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bears all have their challenges,” Owen says. “But the exhibits also give me
a great sense of satisfaction to walk through them and see the thrill and
excitement of our guests.”
Occasionally, Owen himself is one of those excited guests.
“No matter how long I’ve been here, I still get chills when I go see
the Shamu show,” Owen says. “I think it’s the size, power, majesty and
intelligence of the killer whale.
“Killer whales are both curious and playful animals,” Owen says.
“When we’ve had construction projects adjacent to their habitat, they
become very interested in what we’re doing. They’ve even been known
to launch a wave of water on an unsuspecting construction worker.
Afterward, they almost look like they’re laughing.”
Owen and his wife, Rosa, live in the San Diego suburb of Spring
Valley, Calif. They have two daughters, Jessica, ME’07, and Amanda, who
went to SeaWorld every chance they got as kids – then worked there
when they were older.
“My girls love SeaWorld,” Owen says. “It’s the largest employer of
youth in San Diego and provides a safe and fun place for them to work.”

Say

?

What
“Sound engineering
judgment builds
respect and trust
from those with
whom you work.”

— Ken Ragsdell, ME’66, MS ME’67, professor
of engineering management and systems
engineering, in a Monster.com story about
becoming a manager in engineering.

“It is not possible to
grow tired of watching
our world go by.”
— Astronaut Sandra Magnus, Phys’86, MS EE’90,
who blogged from space during her four-month
stay aboard the International Space Station at
http://spacebook.mst.edu

“Rolla”
— The answer to question 69 down
in the Jan. 4 New York Times Sunday
crossword puzzle. The question was,
“Where is Missouri University of Science
and Technology located?”

“It’s shocking to me,
because high school
kids love technology.
There’s MP3 players,
cell phones, GameBoys,
computers, everything
that’s so crucial to life as
a teenager. They don’t
realize they can be a
part of creating that
for the future.”
— Ralph Flori, PetE’79, MS PetE’81, PhD PetE’87,
associate professor of interdisciplinary
engineering at Missouri S&T and associate
director of the state’s Project Lead The Way
program, in response to the statement that
fewer than 5 percent of high school students
in the state who take the ACT express an interest
in engineering.

by the numbers

57,100
Average starting salary in dollars
for recent S&T grads.

1Missouri S&T’s ranking for
highest starting salaries in
the Midwest, according to
PayScale Inc.

3Missouri S&T’s ranking as
reported by ASEE Prism for
number of engineering
management master’s degrees
awarded. Missouri S&T awarded
95 from 2005-2006.

1.66
million
Dollars secured by U.S. Sen.
Christopher “Kit” Bond from
the U.S. Department of
Transportation to fund plug-in
hybrid vehicle research at S&T.

6,371
Students enrolled at S&T during
fall 2008 semester. First-day
enrollment increased by 2.6
percent over 2007.

17,500
mph the space shuttle needs
“We used ammonium perchlorate – which is rocket fuel.
It’s the same thing they use to fuel the white shuttle
boosters for space shuttle launches.”

to travel to stay in orbit; Space
Shuttle Endeavour carried
Sandra Magnus (see story on
page 6) to the International
Space Station last November.

— Missouri S&T junior Dave Althuis, a member of the university’s Advanced Aero Vehicle Team, which
participated in NASA’s 2008 University Student Launch Initiative, a rocketry competition.
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n February, Sandra Magnus became the first person
to study fire aboard the International Space Station.
It was one of the many tasks for Magnus, Phys’86,
MS EE’90 (opposite page, center), during her four-month
stint aboard the ISS. During that time she also answered dozens
of questions via a special S&T website called “spacebook.”
Grade-school and middle-school students, along with others
interested in space exploration, posed a variety of questions –
from “Do you play games in space?” (Magnus doesn’t, but other
astronauts do, and “I also have seen a few crossword puzzle books
floating around”) to queries about the planets and how to cook
in zero gravity.
Log on to http://spacebook.mst.edu to read more.

ONE SMALL STEP
Of the three S&T graduates who have launched careers
as NASA astronauts, Magnus is the latest to launch into space.
A member of the Space Shuttle Endeavour crew that flew to the
International Space Station last November, Magnus stayed
behind on the space station.
“Just the whole idea of exploring and learning new things
just grabbed me, and space was the place to do it,” Magnus
says. “It’s a fun job; I get to learn a lot of new things every day.
No day is the same, and so I’m very lucky.”
Fellow S&T graduates Thomas D. Akers, AMth’73, MS
AMth’75, and Janet Kavandi, MS Chem’80, have also traveled to
space, but took different career paths to get there. Kavandi was
one of those starry-eyed kids whose dreams of space exploration
began in grade school. She was only 10 when Apollo 11 crew
member Neil Armstrong took those famous steps onto the moon.
“I remember thinking it would be interesting to fly to the moon
and look back to Earth to see what it looked like,” she said in a
2002 interview for this magazine.
Akers, however, spent four years as a high school principal
in his hometown of Eminence, Mo., then joined the Air Force.
That path eventually led to NASA’s astronaut program. Akers
flew on four shuttle missions, including a December 1993
expedition to repair the Hubble Space Telescope, named for
astronomer and fellow Missourian Edwin P. Hubble.

IN HUBBLE’S SHADOW
While Akers was repairing the Hubble telescope, a 10-year-old
girl in Hubble’s hometown of Marshfield, Mo., was thinking more
about water life than space exploration. “I originally wanted to
be a marine biologist,” says Michelle Rader (opposite page, right).
Movies like Apollo 13 and Armageddon captured her imagination
during her junior high years, but it was Rader’s involvement with
the Missouri S&T student group Miners in Space that convinced
her to pursue a NASA career. Miners in Space members design
experiments to put on NASA’s “weightless wonder” aircraft, which
flies in a parabolic pattern to simulate microgravity (see story on
page 20). Rader’s experience with that team sold her on NASA.
She secured a co-op job at NASA’s Dryden Flight Research Center
at Edwards Air Force Base in southern California and will begin
her NASA career there after graduation this May. She hopes to one
day land on the moon. “That would be the ultimate goal.”

A TEAM PLAYER
When Akers delivered his alma mater’s December 1992
commencement address, he was six months removed from a
mission to rescue a wayward satellite. In his speech, Akers was
quick to point out that the mission’s success was due to the
“cast of thousands” of NASA employees on the ground. The effort
was “an example of the power of teamwork.”
Kurt W. Leucht is part of that NASA team. As a ground
system software developer at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in
Florida, Leucht, EE’94, is one of a few hundred people writing and
testing software for a future launch system at Kennedy. “It’s cool
enough to work at NASA, but of all the NASA centers this is the
only one they launch shuttles from,” he says.
Like Rader, Leucht got his start with NASA through the co-op
program. “It was a really cool job in a failure analysis laboratory”
at Kennedy, he says. “It was basically like ‘CSI.’” If something went
wrong with a mechanical or electrical part at the space center, he
and his co-workers investigated.
Today, Leucht works on code for running industrial
controllers. It may not be as glamorous as saving satellites or
living aboard the International Space Station, but “it is truly a
dream job for me,” Leucht says.
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or a long time, Yankee Stadium was famously known
as “The house that Ruth built.” But as far as the
Missouri S&T family is concerned, the new Yankee
Stadium could technically be called “The house that
Michael Lancey built.” Or at least the house he helped to build.
Lancey, ArchE’06, was the on-site project engineer for the
construction of the new Yankee Stadium, which opens this April.
Based in Kansas City, Mo., he works for Thornton Tomasetti,
which provides engineering services to clients all over the world.
The firm specializes in high-rise buildings and sports venues.
During the past year, Lancey worked on the new stadium project
in the Bronx. His daily responsibilities included working with the
owner’s representative, the architect, the construction manager
and the subcontractors. His primary responsibility was keeping
the huge $1.3 billion project on schedule.
Legendary Yankees owner George Steinbrenner has
relinquished most of the day-to-day operations of the team to
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his sons. But Lancey actually met the elder Steinbrenner one day
while the new stadium was being built. He says it was a great
thrill to meet “The Boss,” who is not to be confused, in this case,
with Bruce Springsteen.
“I was one of only a few workers left on site one day when
a random call came in that George wanted to see the progress of
the new stadium,” Lancey says. “I got to help escort him around
the infield. It was the first time he had visited the site since the
groundbreaking ceremony.”
All of the concourses at the new Yankee Stadium are
significantly wider and taller than they were at the old ballpark,
and the number of luxury suites has been increased from 19 to 56.
The feel of the place will still be familiar, though. Monument Park,
featuring old statues of famous Yankees, has been moved over
to an outfield location in the new stadium. And the neatest
throwback, according to Lancey, is the restoration of the Yankees’
signature frieze around the perimeter of the infield roof.

photos by Jay Goff

by Lance Feyh (lfeyh@mst.edu)
The original frieze at the old Yankee Stadium was torn down
during renovations in 1974.
The new stadium will always be special to Lancey for
obvious reasons, but he still has some powerful memories of
things that happened at old Yankee Stadium. These memories
are mostly influenced by the fact that he is a big Kansas City
Royals fan.
“The most memorable event at the old stadium, without a
doubt, would have to be the Pine Tar Incident,” Lancey insists.
“There’s never been a more passionate moment in sports than
seeing George Brett bolt out of the dugout.”
Thornton Tomasetti is also doing renovations at Kauffman
Stadium in Kansas City, but Lancey missed out on an opportunity
to work on that project because he was too busy in New York.
“As a stadium buff, I’m very excited we’re renovating my
hometown stadium,” he says. “I’m happy they’re maintaining

the two most unique features, the crown scoreboard and the
fountains.”
Lancey has been to 18 Major League ballparks so far.
His favorite is Pittsburgh’s PNC Park. He says it’s perfectly located
next to the Allegheny River and the Roberto Clemente Bridge.
According to Lancey, the stadium’s steel framing is exposed almost
everywhere, an aesthetic feature that posed a big challenge to
engineers.
You can bet that a lot of engineers will be marveling at the
work Lancey and others did to construct the new stadium in
New York for years to come. The Yankees won’t be immortalizing
a Missouri S&T grad in Monument Park next to Ruth, Gehrig,
DiMaggio and Mantle any time soon – but Lancey will always
know that this is one very big and very important house in the
Bronx that he literally helped to build.
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“Our plastic sheeting is
used in the air bags that
give cushion to the heel.”
– Darla Ellis

photo by B.A. Rupert
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D

arla Ellis begins her workday
like many of us do – standing
in front of an open closet,
pondering what to wear. She
takes the time to find the pair of shoes that
will coordinate perfectly with her outfit.
But her decision never involves pumps
or flats. No, for Ellis the perfect shoes are
Nikes, every time.
In Ellis’ work, wearing Nikes is a
matter of practicality. “We’re a pretty casual
bunch here. There are days I might have to
crawl behind a big piece of machinery and
that’s not really something you want to do
in a business suit.”
But wearing Nikes is also part of her
job. Ellis, ChE’06, is a manufacturing
engineer for Nike’s plant in St. Charles,
Mo. She works in extrusion, where sheets
of plastic are developed for use in various
types of Nike athletic shoes.
“Our plastic sheeting is used in shoes
with the Nike Air logo,” Ellis explains.
“It’s used in the air bags that give cushion
to the heel.”
Today, Ellis is wearing Shox
Experience+ in black on black with gray
and red accents. They’re not her favorite
pair (she’s got a pair of personally designed
ones that she loves right now), but she
likes them for work because they’re easy
on the feet when she stands all day, which
Ellis frequently does.

Most of Ellis’ work involves process
engineering. Right now she’s working on a
plan to improve the areas she’s responsible
for at the St. Charles plant. “It’s a doozy of
a project all the way around,” she says.
She has also dabbled in materials
research, project management, product
development and equipment upgrades.
“It’s a variety of work all the time,”
she says.
As a kid, Ellis was a whiz at math
and science, but she wanted to go into
business. When she got to college,
however, she quickly realized it didn’t
hold her interest and she switched to
engineering.
“I read a magazine article about a little
boy who suffered a medical accident and
was fully revived thanks to his father
having inside knowledge about an
experimental drug,” Ellis says. “The
article made mention of his father being
a chemical engineer and I thought, I can
do that.”
Despite her non-mechanical
background, her favorite project so far has
been the upgrade of the plant’s winder –
probably because of the challenge it posed.
“I’m a chemical engineer, mind you,
so equipment upgrades aren’t exactly
my forte.”

In the St. Charles plant, workers melt
resin and extrude it in sheets anywhere
from 12 ½ inches to 80 inches wide. The
sheets are then cooled and sent through
the winder, which wraps the product
around a rotating shaft to whatever
diameter the customer requires.
The system had parts in it from the
1970s, Ellis says. “We updated the system
with all-magnetic particle clutches. They’re
great because even tension is always a
problem with winding and these clutches
adjust tension without any jerking. It
was more involved than I expected, but I
learned a lot.”
Wearing Nikes may just be part of her
job, but Ellis has been a fan of the shoes
for years.
When she began a summer
internship with Nike during her senior
year at Missouri S&T, Ellis already owned
a pair of well-loved Nikes. She returned
to campus at the end of the summer with
eight pairs.
“It’s been a running joke with my
friends,” Ellis says of her shoe count,
which has increased to 25 pairs. “I love
their products.”
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oug Duchardt, ME’87, pictured
above, right, is living life in the
fast lane and there doesn’t seem
to be any slowing him down.
“The fastest I’ve ever gone was at the
GM Proving Grounds, and it was more
than 150 mph,” he admits. “That is about
as fast as I need to go.”
Duchardt, who has had a passion
for racing since his youth, “didn’t have
any interest in business, law or medicine,”
though he did well in math and science
during high school.
“My father worked for Caterpillar
and he explained to me what an
engineer was and what an engineer
would do. … It intrigued me.”
The Morton, Ill., native began
working with General Motors in 1983
after his freshman year of college at
Missouri S&T.
“They had interviews for co-op jobs at
various places. I got an offer from General
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fast
Motors to join Buick in Flint, Mich., and
that’s what I did.”
Duchardt worked his way up the
ranks after graduation. In 1986, he began
working with GM’s racing group as a
co-op student. In 1996, he returned as the
NASCAR engine manager, eventually being
promoted to the executive responsible for
all racing programs at GM in 2003. The
program included NASCAR, IndyCar and
the Corvette Le Mans program.
“That was an awesome job and I
enjoyed it a lot,” Duchardt says. “It was
the position I wanted at GM.”
However, he would not stay in that
job long.
In 2004, a devastating plane accident
near Martinsville, Va., claimed the lives of
10 people in the racing world. Those lost
included members of Rick Hendrick’s
family. After the accident, Hendrick, chair
and CEO of Hendrick Motorsports, called

by Megan Kean-O’Brien
(keanmm@mst.edu)

Duchardt and asked if he would join his
company to help him out.
“I was very honored by that,” says
Duchardt. “Rick and I had worked together
and had a good rapport.”
Duchardt and his family moved to
Charlotte, N.C., in 2005 and he began
working for Hendrick Motorsports.
Currently, he is vice president of
development, a position that oversees
race-car evolution through design,
engineering and production of the chassis,
body and engine areas.
Although it may seem Duchardt has a
dream job because he works with famous
racecar drivers, he offers a different
perspective.
“If you have passion for your job, if
it’s something you love to do and there is
a little bit of you on Friday afternoon that
can’t wait for Monday morning, then that’s
your dream job.”

Elliott the Great

Mentor

MAGICIAN,

by Linda Fulps
(fulpsl@mst.edu)
photo by P2 Photography

B

ob Elliott, MetE’64, was a successful engineer for more
than 20 years, but his work as an amateur magician and
memory expert, and his generosity to fellow magicians, is
what makes him truly remarkable.
Not one for flashy props, Elliott prefers close-up magic using
playing cards or coins. He will teach anyone that’s interested.
“I’ve found that all kinds of people like to perform magic –
doctors, lawyers, clergy,” he says. “We’re all just kids that haven’t
grown up yet.”
When Elliott was 6 years old, his uncle taught him a card trick
and Elliott was hooked on illusion. From then on he performed
whenever possible. In college, his Kappa Sigma fraternity brothers
dubbed him “Elliott the Great.”
Elliott’s work as a sales engineer for Manville Corp. took him
to New York City, where he spent his spare time at Tannen’s Magic
Shop, which has been an institution for magicians since 1925.
There he met Harry Lorayne and was invited to teach
Lorayne’s now-famous memory improvement course. Elliott taught
the course for 10 years, appearing with Lorayne on “The Tonight
Show” with Johnny Carson and “The Merv Griffin Show.”
For 20 years, Elliott coordinated magic lecture tours at no
charge. He and his wife, Happy, would often transport, house and

feed touring magicians. They carry on this tradition of opening
their home to guests to this day, and never accept anything in
return.
Elliott directed Tannen’s Magic Camp for many years, and
continues to attend International Brotherhood of Magicians
meetings. A website devoted to him includes pages of anecdotes
by those he’s influenced, including David Copperfield and Criss
Angel. And on July 22, 2007, San Diego County officials declared
an official “Bob Elliott Day” to commemorate his contributions to
the community.
He may not have grown up yet, but he’s always extolled the
value of education. Young protégés were required to maintain
good grades before he instructed them. “Magic has gotten lots of
kids into college and many go on to bigger and better things,”
says Happy. “They come back to Bob years later and say, ‘Do you
remember you taught me my first trick?’”
Elliott has given his time and talent to benefit the Heart Fund,
Cerebral Palsy, Make-A-Wish Foundation, senior citizens groups,
hospitals, libraries and schools. Although still performing, he
maintains he’s no professional magician. “Don’t forget – amateurs
built the ark,” he says, “and professionals built the Titanic.”
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issouri S&T has a lot of
graduates who do things that
might attract attention from
the Discovery Channel show
“Dirty Jobs.” Some of them toil under a hot
sun in the oil fields. Some of them study
muck from the bottom of rivers. A lot of
them work in dirty underground mines.
But Brandon Freeman, CE’08, might have
the dirtiest occupation of all.
Several municipalities contract with
his employer to have their sanitary sewer
flows monitored, and Freeman, who also
performs infiltration and inflow studies, is
just the man for the job. “I mostly like
getting out of the office,” he says, “but I
would be lying by saying it’s not a little
fun. I just might make a career out of it.”
Somehow, we managed to talk a
photographer into agreeing to come along
to witness the sights – and smells – of a
sewer diver in action. We decided to

“I mostly like getting
out of the office.”
– Brandon Freeman

meet Freeman at Allgeier, Martin and
Associates, an engineering and surveying
firm in Joplin, Mo.
Freeman appears to be a goodlooking, All-American guy, and, upon
introductions, he doesn’t come across as
the crazy, reckless type who would enjoy
sewer diving.
From his office, we follow Freeman
and a co-worker out to a wastewater
treatment plant in nearby Webb City, Mo.
Prior to reaching the actual treatment
facility, we stop on the shoulder of a gravel
road. This is the spot. Freeman gets out of
his truck and starts to arrange his gear.
The manhole is situated in the weeds
beside the road.
Freeman puts on tall wading boots
and climbs into a harness. His co-worker
has pried the manhole cover loose and is
setting up a contraption that will be used
to lower Freeman slowly into the sewer.

Suddenly the stench of the underworld
has become quite evident.
“The smell never really gets better,”
Freeman announces.
The sewer diver is now all
business. His task is to read the meter
below ground. In order to do this, he
will have to go down there and clear the
meter of debris, which can be described
as “basically anything that goes down
the toilet.” Normal flow through this
underground system, according to
Freeman, would be about 300,000 gallons.
But after a big rain, it might be as high as
1.8 million gallons.
“We have high ground water in
Missouri,” Freeman explains. “Sometimes
it seeps into the sewer system, and that
is a problem.”
Other things seep or slip into the
sewer system as well. “Snakes eat the

sewage and turn brown,” Freeman says,
and then he disappears below surface.
He doesn’t stay down there too long.
The levels looked pretty good,
according to Freeman, who now has brown
stains on his shirt and something dirty in
his hair. He’s ready to move on to the next
hole, but those of us who are trying to get
this story for the magazine, including an
intrepid but slightly green photographer
and a writer who’s about to lose his
breakfast, assure him that we’ve pretty
much seen what we needed to see.
And smell.
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Meet your student callers
“Hi, Mr. Jones. This is Amy
calling from the civil engineering
department at Missouri S&T.
How are you this evening?”
This probably sounds familiar to you since
90 percent of Missouri S&T donors contribute
through the annual phonathon program.
Missouri S&T’s Miner Phonathon program helps keep
our alumni connected to their alma mater, but it is also
essential to the university’s fund raising program. Last year
alone it raised a record $1 million to benefit scholarships
and other campus programs. This level of support provides
significant financial benefits in addition to enhancing the
university’s reputation.
Surveying agencies like U.S. News & World Report
use a university’s alumni donor participation rate (the
percentage of alumni who give money to the university)
as an important part of the criteria they use to determine
rank. Missouri S&T’s participation rate last year was
19 percent. That beats the national averages of 11 percent
for public institutions and 17 percent for private institutions.
Students like the ones highlighted here will continue to
call. Like you, they value their Missouri S&T education. We
hope you’ll take time to chat.
“Thank you for your pledge, Mr. Jones. It was nice
visiting with you.”

Claire Baggenstoss, senior
Major: chemical engineering
Hometown: Harrisonville, Mo.
Favorite Rolla pastime: Friday burritos
at the Grotto
Most memorable call: “My most memorable call was when I was
given a job interview just from speaking to an alum. We talked for
around 20 minutes about his department, his job and my future
plans. He gave me an email address to contact about setting up an
interview time. It just goes to show that the more people you meet,
the more opportunities that can develop.”
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Teona Robinson,
senior
Major: civil engineering
Hometown: St. Louis
Favorite Rolla pastime: skating
Most memorable call: “I was speaking to
a man who graduated in 1969. He had a
sense of humor, was very sweet and we had
a great conversation. He even offered me
a job in his company.”

Shristy Bashyal, graduate student
James “Andy” Bird,
sophomore

Major: master’s in business administration
Hometown: Kathmandu, Nepal
Favorite spot on campus: The library

Major: mechanical engineering
Hometown: Springfield, Mo.
Favorite Rolla pastime: Hang with
friends and go to A Slice of Pie

Most interesting thing she’s learned: “Good communication skills. As an international
student, I had problems while communicating with native English speakers. After working in
phonathon for two months, I have not only been able to communicate properly, but I can also
use American slang.”

Most memorable call: “I got to talk to
an alum who is a forensic engineer. He
told me about how he never knows what
he will do each day and how his job
involves a lot of projects in which he gets
to blow stuff up. His company bought
him a new sports bike so he could ride
it and be knowledgeable enough
to address the court on its safety.”

Kiran Rangaragan,
senior
Major: engineering management
Hometown: Bangalore, India
Favorite spot on campus: Rec center
Most memorable call: “I talked to
an alum for an hour and a half. His
advice to me was really helpful and I
still remember it: ‘To be successful,
take risks as early as possible in life,
because the later part of life is for you
to enjoy the fruits of those risks.’ I
learned a lot about the American way
from him. He had an Indian roommate
during his time in Rolla, so I was not
surprised he knew quite a lot about
India.”

Matthew Morrow, senior
Major: architectural engineering
Hometown: Lawson, Mo.
Activities: Miner football player, track and field
Best thing about working in phonathon: “I love the atmosphere
that is brought in by the student callers. What makes them so
great is that everyone learns not to take the bad calls to heart
and to share the good calls, especially the funny ones, to make
everyone’s night a little better.”
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Duo detonates for Discovery Channel
The cable network that brought you shows like “Man vs.
Wild” and “Dirty Jobs” is now giving viewers a behind-the-scenes
look at explosives engineering. And they’re doing it with the
help of Missouri S&T’s resident explosives expert and one of his
former students.
Paul Worsey, a professor of mining engineering at S&T,
and Braden Lusk, MinE’00, PhD MinE’06, are the co-hosts of
“The Detonators,” a 13-week series on the Discovery Channel
that began in January. Lusk, who now teaches mining
engineering at the University of Kentucky, teamed up with his
former instructor to demystify the explosive arts for Discovery’s
viewership. Together on “The Detonators,” the two profs talk to
the blasters behind some of the world’s biggest and toughest
demolitions, including skyscrapers, massive steel bridges and
giant stadiums. They also give viewers a behind-the-scenes look
at various demolitions.
“It’s been a lot of work, but a lot of fun” to create the series,
Worsey says. “We have a unique explosives engineering program
at S&T, and this series will give viewers a glimpse of the
technology behind blowing stuff up.”
The series builds on S&T’s burgeoning reputation as a
hotbed for the study of explosives engineering. The campus
developed the first minor in explosives engineering in 2005.
That same year, it first offered a summer “explosives camp”

Paul Worsey (wearing yellow helmet) demonstrates a detonation
procedure on a watermelon for the Discovery Channel ﬁlm crew last
summer at Missouri S&T’s Experimental Mine.

for high school juniors and seniors that has become one of the
university’s most popular summer camp offerings. Much of the
program’s success is due to Worsey, a “doctor of destruction”
(according to one press report) who has blown up everything
from bridges and trucks to rubber snakes, grocery packed whole
chickens and even watermelons. Eat your heart out, Gallagher.

S&T, energy the solution to state’s economic woes
The national recession has affected all
sectors of the economy, including higher
education. And while S&T is tightening its belt
to deal with the economic downturn, Chancellor
John F. Carney III maintains that this
university’s focus on technology, energy,
infrastructure and environmental research
can help put the nation on the road to
economic recovery.
Toward that end, University of Missouri
System President Gary D. Forsee, CE’72,
appointed Carney to chair a statewide energy
summit in April to show the Show-Me state
how energy research on the four-campus
UM System will aid in the recovery.
“We’re committed to being part of the
state’s solution to today’s tough ﬁnancial
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environment,” Forsee said in announcing the
summit last December. “We have talented
faculty and researchers whose expertise could
drive a stronger economy from one community
to the next across our state. We need to
innovate our way forward, and we’re uniquely
positioned to do so.”
S&T’s emphasis on energy research and
education “puts us in a solid position to make
Missouri a leader in renewable and alternative
energy,” says Carney.
The energy summit, with keynote speaker
T. Boone Pickens, will be held April 22-23 on
the Columbia campus to allow for more seating
availability. For more information, go to
http://e3.mst.edu.

Diaper duty

Chemist honored

When you think of college
students, diapers don’t usually
come to mind. But 18 project
management students changed
that this semester when they
organized a diaper drive for a local
charity.
The students, led by Paul
Hirtz, EMgt’95, MS EMgt’97, PhD
EMgt’02, interim director of the
Student Design and Experiential
Learning Center, took on the
service-learning project as part
of their Introduction to Project
Management Course. Their work
resulted in the donation of 5,000
diapers to the Phelps County
S&T engineering management senior Aaron Young (in
Community Partnership’s Young
cart) and Jacob Anderson with Paul Hirtz at the Rolla
Parents Program.

Yinfa Ma,
Curators’ Teaching
Professor of
chemistry, received
the 2008 J. Calvin
Giddings Award
for Excellence in
Education from the
American Chemical
Society’s division of
analytical chemistry.
Yinfa Ma
The award is
designed to reward faculty who enhance the
personal and professional development of
students in the study of analytical chemistry.
Ma studies bioanalysis and environmental
analysis of biological compounds, and
degradation products of pesticides and herbicides.
He has published more than 67 peer-reviewed
papers, given more than 169 presentations at
national and international conferences, and
generated nine patents.

Kroger Store, which helped with the project.

What’s all the flap about flappers?
American writers in the 1920s used the flapper as
a sign of the times, says Kate Drowne, associate
professor of English and technical communication.
Now Drowne, who is working on her third book
about 1920s culture, will dig deeper into those times
through a non-residential fellowship at Harvard
University.
The fellowship, which is funded through the
W.E.B. DuBois Institute for African-American and
African Studies, will allow Drowne access to the
extensive and exclusive Harvard library, where she
hopes to dig up rare sources of 1920s literature.
According to Drowne, public opinion about the
flapper was widely varied during her existence. “She
was viewed by some as a perfect role model for the
new woman, free of old-fashioned Victorian ideals,
and by others as a harbinger of disaster, signaling
the destruction of the nation,” Drowne says. “Still
Library of Congress, Prints and
others
thought that the flapper was just going
Photographs Division [reproduction
through a phase, and would eventually settle into
number, e.g., LC-B2-1234]
more traditional female roles.”
Drowne is the author of Spirits of Defiance: National Prohibition and Jazz Age
Literature, 1920-1933 and co-author of American Popular Culture Through History: The
1920s. Drowne will spend several months on her research at Harvard. She intends to
complete her new book, The Flapper in American Literature of the Jazz Age, by the fall
of 2010.

Good old boys
and Southern
gentlemen
In his new book, White Masculinity in the
Recent South, Trent Watts examines the way
southern men have been represented in pop
culture since World War II, from southern
Protestant churches to the music of Lynyrd
Skynyrd. The idea grew from Watts’ interest
in the 20th century South.
Watts, assistant professor of English and
technical communication and a native of
Mississippi, compiled essays by 13 scholars of
history, literature, ﬁlm and environmental studies
for the book, which was published by Louisiana
State University Press. He hopes this study will
help shape research in the history of gender in
the recent South.
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STEP into the sun
Missouri S&T was awarded $10,000 in research grants from the Environmental
Protection Agency for research into solar energy and residential energy use.
The first grant will help members of the Show-Me Solar House Team utilize hybrid
solar thermal electric panels (STEPs), which incorporate hot water and electricity
systems on a single surface.
A student research team will test the energy efficiency of four hybrid panels
against standard photovoltaic panels in S&T’s Solar Village. The village’s three solar
houses, soon to be four, are equipped with sensors to detect temperature, solar
intensity, fluid flow and thermal differences.
The results of the experiment will be incorporated into the design of S&T’s
entry in the 2009 Solar Decathlon, a U.S. Department of Energy competition to be
held on the National Mall
in Washington, D.C.
The other grant will be
used to study the efficiency of
home climate control, which
accounts for the majority of
residential energy use.
S&T students plan to
develop a model for residential
building adaptive energy
An illustration of S&T’s 2009 Solar House.
management systems
(R-BAEMS) that will allow
them to regulate climate control more efficiently. They will compare energy usage
between two similar houses in the Solar Village.
Working with the students on these projects are Stuart Baur, PhD CE’02,
assistant professor of civil, architectural and environmental engineering;
Katie Grantham Lough, AE’01, MS AE’03, assistant professor of interdisciplinary
engineering; and Rob Stone, AE’92, MS AE’95, professor of interdisciplinary
engineering.

Welding in
micro-gravity
Led by senior Michelle Rader
(see story page 6), a team of S&T
aerospace engineering students is
trying to improve
the speed of
construction
in space.
In January, the
group traveled to
NASA’s Johnson
Space Center for
a trip aboard
a Boeing 727
Michelle Rader
that simulates
weightlessness by flying in parabolic
patterns. While there, the students
welded aluminum to study its behavior
in zero gravity.
This is the team’s fifth trip to
Houston. In addition to Rader, team
members include Caleb Baumgart,
Ben Gaither, Joe Siebert, Shawn
Miller, Ryan Pahl and Tonya Sanders.
George Green, an electronics technician
at S&T and the team’s technical advisor,
also participated.

Brieﬂy
Hirtz picked to lead design center
Paul Hirtz, EMgt’95, MS EMgt’97, PhD
EMgt’02, assistant director of the Student
Design and Experiential Learning Center, was
named interim director of the center. He took
over the new role on Nov. 26.

New chair named for chemical
and biological engineering
Muthanna H. Al-Dahhan, formerly a
professor of energy, environmental and
chemical engineering at Washington University
in St. Louis, was named chair of chemical and
biological engineering. He began work Jan. 1.

Get your MBA online
Missouri S&T now offers distance
education graduate programs in
environmental engineering and business
administration. Courses are taught via
streaming video, WebEx and interactive
communication, giving students real-time
access to professors and other students.
20
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Navigating past the classroom
Last fall, representatives from navigation
and communication ﬁrm Garmin visited campus
for Garmin Day 2008. The event featured
equipment demonstrations and drawings for
free GPS units. Representatives also met with
students and took resumes.

Malott appointed to CACUBO board
Stephen Malott, vice chancellor for
administrative services at Missouri S&T, was
recently elected to the board of directors of the
Central Association of College and University
Business Ofﬁcers (CACUBO). The organization
represents chief business ofﬁcers at more than
700 institutions throughout the north central
region of the United States.

Commencement speaker:
Science and technology solve problems

Professional
degrees awarded

Don’t let barriers get in the way of future success,
Joan Woodard, Math’73, told a group of nearly 600 graduating
seniors during December 2008 commencement.
In her speech, Woodard said science and technology
will solve energy problems, supply solutions for
environmental stewardship, and provide for the health
and well-being of people in developing nations around
the world.
“At Missouri S&T, you have been learning to solve
problems,” said Woodard, executive vice president and deputy
laboratories director for the nuclear weapons program at
Sandia National Laboratories. “You have received one of the
Woodard addressing the
best educations in the country for practical problem
graduates during 2008
solving. ... You have endured endless hours of writing,
winter commencement.
calculating, experimenting, building, testing and rebuilding.
You have finished the courses and made the grades.”

Ten honorary professional degrees
were awarded during the Dec. 20
commencement exercises.
The degrees recognize the distinction
an alumnus’s career reflects upon
Missouri S&T.

Faculty honored with Curators’ titles
David Van Aken, professor of metallurgical engineering, was named Curators’
Teaching Professor of materials science and engineering during commencement Dec. 20.
He joined the Missouri S&T faculty in 1993.
Also during commencement, Rajiv Mishra, professor of metallurgical engineering,
was named Curators’ Professor of materials science and engineering. He is also site
director for the National Science Foundation’s Industry/University Cooperative
Research Center for Friction Stir Processing at Missouri S&T.

GM visits campus
Representatives from General Motors,
one of the largest employers of Missouri S&T
graduates, were on campus in October for the
annual GM Day.
Representatives from the corporation discuss
career opportunities with students, show off new
GM vehicles and products, and accept resumes
from potential employees.
GM is a vital partner in education and
research, being one of the university’s most
generous corporate supporters, giving annually
to scholarships, diversity initiatives, student
design activities, faculty recognition, curriculum
development and engineering advances.

Marvin E. Borgmeyer, ChE’74, MS ChE’75,
of Baton Rouge, La., operations manager
for ExxonMobil
Randy L. Buschling, EMgt’83, of
Washington, Mo., vice president and
chief operating officer at LaBarge Inc.
Charles E. Byvik, MS Phys’64, of
Alexandria, Va., associate director for
electronics (science and technology) in
the Office of the Secretary of Defense
Hugh E. Cole, EMgt’72, of Mission Viejo,
Calif., partner in the Avraham Y. Goldratt
Institute
David B. Lewis, CE’78, MS CE’80, of
Carrollton, Texas, president and chief
executive officer of Blade Energy
Partners
Richard D. Laughlin, CE’75, MS CE’77,
of Chesterfield, Mo., owner of Midwest
Testing Inc.
David L. Mueller, ME’69, of Cleveland,
vice president of operations for Harris
Products Group of the Lincoln
Electric Co.
David W. Rommelmann, CE’70, of
Evergreen, Colo., a financial planner
with Wachovia Securities
Kenneth C. Savells, CSci’74, of
Harrison, Ark., founder of Centurion
Financial Services
Cheryl D.S. Walker, EE’86, of St. Louis,
president and general counsel of Obasi
Enterprises and counsel in the St. Louis
office of Bryan Cave LLP.
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Saving the world with green slime
Several glass containers ﬁlled with
algae-stained water sit on a table in Paul
Nam’s laboratory. Next to the big green
bottles are two much smaller vials. One of
the vials, labeled “biodiesel,” contains a
mostly clear solution labeled “algae oil.”
At ﬁrst, the amount of potential fuel in
these little vials doesn’t seem too impressive.
But Nam says algae could play a big role in
the unfolding dramas associated with ﬁnding
alternative sources of energy and reducing
greenhouse gases.
Nam, who has spent much of his career
studying the versatile uses for soybeans,
says algae could be the next big thing. He
points to a study by the U.S. Department of
Energy’s National Renewable Energy
Laboratories as evidence. The study showed
that algae, if we think of it as a crop, is
capable of yielding up to 10,000 gallons of
oil per acre on an annual basis. By way of
contrast, corn yields 18 gallons per acre and
soybeans yield 48 gallons per acre.
“There are three main problems facing
the world,” says Nam, an assistant professor
of chemistry at Missouri S&T. “We have a
food shortage, a fuel shortage and a need to
curb pollution.”
Nam thinks algae could help address all
three concerns. If more fuel were produced
from algae, then more corn and soybeans
could be grown for food. And the
Earth-friendly attributes of algae make it
even more intriguing. Algae consume carbon
dioxide and can be grown in wastewater.
This means they can be used to take some
pollution out of the air and water.
That is exactly what Nam and some
colleagues from various universities are
doing at a coal-ﬁred power plant in Chamois,
Mo. The research team is cultivating algae
in ﬁve 2,500-gallon pools that are located at
the plant. The algae literally take some of
the carbon dioxide emissions from the plant’s
smokestack.
“So we are recycling carbon dioxide and
we are also interested in turning the algae
biomass into biofuels,” Nam says.
The research team is using strains of
algae native to Missouri. Unlike macro-algae
MISSOURI S&T MAGAZINE | SPRING 2009

Paul Nam is converting algae into oil in his Schrenk Hall laboratory. In addition to being used
to make biofuel, the slimy stuff is capable of taking pollution out of the air.

(seaweed), these strains are microscopic.
They don’t become visible until they have
multiplied many times. But, as those who are
familiar with algae-infested ponds know, the
rate of reproduction is very fast.
One of the problems Nam is working on
has to do with removing the water from the
algae in order to then extract the oil. The oil
content in algae makes it ﬂoat, but Nam has
developed a method to encourage the slimy
stuff to settle to the bottom of a water-ﬁlled
container.
Once the oil has been extracted for
biodiesel, the defatted algae are mainly
carbohydrates and protein that can be used
for ethanol production and animal feed,
respectively. “By making as many products
as you can from one source, you can offset
costs,” he says.
Several Missouri S&T researchers are
studying algae, including one professor who
is trying to grow it in an underground mine.
Among the collaborators in Nam’s group are

Keesoo Lee, associate professor of
microbiology at Lincoln University; Virgil
Flanigan, ME’60, MS ME’62, PhD ME’68,
director of the Center for Environmental
Science and Technology at S&T; and Fabio
Rindi, algae systematist at the National
University of Ireland.
The collaborative project is funded
through a $527,000 grant from the Missouri
Life Sciences Research Board.

GALLONS OF OIL YIELDED PER ACRE
Algae..................... 10,000 gallons

Soybeans ..................... 48 gallons

Corn ............................ 18 gallons

This is your grid on brains
Using thousands of brain cells from laboratory rats, S&T
researchers hope to design a more intelligent power grid. They
envision a more flexible system that can respond to uncertainty
and circumstances – much like the brain itself.
By growing brain cells on networks of electrodes, the
researchers are developing a “biologically inspired” computer
program that will allow scientists to track and manage the changing
levels of power supply and demand.
Ganesh Kumar Venayagamoorthy, associate professor
of electrical and computer engineering, and his team are partnering
with the Laboratory for Neuroengineering at Georgia Tech, where
the living neural networks were developed and are housed and
studied. A high-bandwidth Internet2 connection will connect those
brain cells more than 600 miles to Venayagamoorthy’s Real-Time
Power and Intelligent Systems Laboratory. His team will train the
cells to recognize voltage signals and other information from
Missouri S&T’s real-time simulator.
Modeled after the brain, traditional artificial neural networks
are designed to recognize patterns and learn over time. But they
don’t work well with complex systems, Venayagamoorthy says.
Venayagamoorthy’s biologically inspired artificial neural
networks, which are based on the brain’s adaptability, could control
not only power systems, but also other complex systems, such as
traffic-control systems or global financial networks.

Using the brain as a model, Ganesh Venayagamoorthy wants to create
a smarter way to monitor the nation’s power grid.

Working with Venayagamoorthy on this project at
Missouri S&T are Donald Wunsch, the Mary K. Finley Missouri
Distinguished Professor of Computer Engineering, and Keith
Corzine, associate professor of electrical and computer
engineering.

Sensing something wrong with structures
Using a newly patented sensor system,
engineers will be able to measure structural
damage to bridges and buildings following
an earthquake.
The system, developed by Genda
Chen, professor of civil, architectural and
environmental engineering, and his
associates, is rugged enough to survive –
and be reliable – even in the harshest
environments, and requires little space in
a structure.
Unlike previous sensors, which
recorded data at a single location, Chen’s
sensor uses coaxial cable, making it capable
of monitoring damage along a length of
up to 100 feet. A pulse is sent through the
cable and sends a reflected wave back to a
receiver if it finds damage. The magnitude
and travel time of the wave help engineers
determine the size and location of a crack.

The new sensors are capable of directly
reporting data that engineers can use for
structural assessment. That information
can then be distributed to emergency
response personnel in a timely manner,
increasing the safety and effectiveness of
the response team.
Two of the sensors have been installed
on a highway bridge in Missouri. In the
future, Chen’s team plans more field testing
on bridges and buildings to demonstrate
the new technology and train engineers.
Other S&T faculty members involved
in the project are James L. Drewniak,
Curators’ Professor of electrical and
computer engineering, and David
Pommerenke, associate professor of
electrical and computer engineering.
Genda Chen is developing new sensors that
detect damage to structures.
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Justin Taylor: A will to win
by Luke Rinne, rinnel@mst.edu
Junior Justin Taylor’s passion for sports comes from his two older
brothers who got him involved in basketball as a kid. Not only does
he love the competition but he loves to win. That trait helped make him
a successful football and basketball player at Webster Groves (Mo.)
High School.
“My brothers really pushed me into playing basketball,” Taylor says.
“Then I got involved in football and did pretty well in that, winning a state
championship and losing another.”
Taylor was a part of two state football championship games in 2002
and 2003, and helped the Statesmen to a 73-14 record and four
conference championships on the basketball court. In his senior year,
he was named the Suburban South Conference Player of the Year, earning
all-state and all-metro St. Louis honors along the way.
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His success led him to Missouri S&T, where he was named the Great
Lakes Valley Conference Freshman of the Year and a member of the
Division II Bulletin’s All-Freshman team after the 2006-07 season.
“My ﬁrst two years were good,” he says. “My freshman year was
kind of a surprise making all of those lists because I thought I could play
better. In my sophomore year, I was asked to score a little bit more and
now I’m trying to build on that and help the team win games.”
Taylor, a psychology major, knows when his playing days are through
he’ll have more school in front of him pursuing a master’s degree, but he
isn’t quite ready to give up the game.
“I would really like to coach and stay involved with the game
I love,” Taylor says.

Former soccer player named honorary
All-American by NSCAA
The recipient of the 2008 NSCAA Honorary All-America award is out of this
world. Literally.
Sandra Magnus, Phys’86, MS EE’90, a NASA astronaut who recently spent four
months as a flight engineer aboard the International Space Station, was a former
standout for the Missouri S&T women’s soccer team ( for more information on
Magnus’ trip, see page 6).
Magnus, who is concluding her second space mission aboard the ISS, played for
the Lady Miners in the 1980s and was inducted into the Miner Athletic Hall of Fame
in 2003. During her soccer-playing career, she was a defender for a team that posted
a 19-13 record during the 1983 and 1984 seasons, allowing an average of just one goal
per contest.
Magnus is the third astronaut to receive the NSCAA’s Honorary All-America
award. The award is presented to those who have brought particular distinction to
soccer through their efforts within and beyond the boundaries of the sport.

Football Miners honored by GLFC
Missouri S&T won the Great Lakes Football Conference championship in 2008
and the league’s all-conference team was a reflection of that. The Miners had 13
players chosen for the squad and won six additional awards for their performance.
Ten of the Miners chosen were first-team selections and Miner head coach
Kirby Cannon was named GLFC Coach of the Year. Wide receiver Mike Greaving,
CE’08, was named Offensive Player of the Year. He and five teammates were named
top players at their respective positions.
Six of the first-team picks were on the offensive side of the ball, including three
from the offensive line. Guard Justin Hansen, a senior in civil engineering, was
named top offensive lineman and was joined on the first team by center
Dan Hickman, a junior in mechanical
engineering, and guard John Krumme,
a junior in chemical engineering. The
linemen were joined on the first team by
Greaving, quarterback Jason Schlueter,
a junior in mechanical engineering, and
tight end Bryan Crider, a junior in
engineering management.
On defense, S&T had two players
named as the top players at their
positions. Defensive tackle Justin Philpy,
a junior in aerospace engineering,
was top lineman, and safety
Robbie Woodard, a senior in mechanical
engineering, was top defensive back. They
were joined on the first team by defensive
end Matt Loula, NucE’08, and linebacker
Justin Butler, a senior in education.
S&T finished the 2008 season with a
7-4 record and won a conference title for
Mike Greaving
the first time since 1983.

Miners send 15 swimmers
to national meet
The Missouri S&T swimming team ﬁnished the
three-day Mizzou Invitational in December with
15 automatic qualiﬁers for the NCAA Division II
Championships that began in Houston, Texas, on
March 11. This marks only the second time in school
history that 15 swimmers have gone on to the
national meet.
The last of the qualiﬁers came on the ﬁnal day
of competition in Columbia when Aaron Schmidt,
a sophomore in electrical engineering, and
Kyle Kammer, a freshman in civil engineering
made the mark in the 200-yard backstroke and
Andrew Trowbridge, a junior in mechanical
engineering, cleared it in the 1,650-yard freestyle.
Over the course of the weekend, three
swimmers – Andrew Schranck, a freshman
in architectural engineering,
Kyle Gordon, a
sophomore in information
science and technology, and
David Sanchez-Turner,
a junior in engineering
management – made the
automatic standard in six
events apiece, while
Zlatan Hamzic, a
Andrew Schranck
sophomore in
mathematics and
economics, cleared the qualifying mark in ﬁve
events. Jeff Enge, a sophomore in mechanical
engineering, made four automatic times, and
aerospace engineering sophomore Zac Lemons,
and engineering freshman Hamilton Vernon did
so in three events each.
Other qualiﬁers for the meet include
Danny Murphy, a freshman in mechanical
engineering, Brian Howell, a senior in chemistry,
Paul Reinisch, a junior in aerospace engineering,
Phil Arve and James Larkins, both freshmen
in engineering.
The Miners, who ﬁnished fourth in the meet,
set new school records in the 200-yard individual
medley (Schranck at 1:50.57), 200-yard backstroke
(Schmidt in 1:48.22) and in three relay events: the
200-yard freestyle relay (1:21.89), 400-medley relay
(3:19.79) and 400-freestyle relay.
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Missourians to request
legislative support for
Missouri S&T
Missouri S&T alumni and friends will
participate in the 35th annual Legislative
Day at the Missouri Capitol in Jeﬀerson City
on Wednesday, April 22. Alumni and friends
from all University of Missouri campuses
will visit their legislators to discuss the
importance of their support for higher
education in the state.
To learn more about this eﬀort on
the part of Missouri S&T’s Public Resource
Ambassadors, go to the volunteer-run site
http://joe-miner.com.
If you are interested in participating
in the future or serving as a Public Resource
Ambassador, please call the alumni oﬃce at
573-341-4145.

STAT hosts breakfast
for alumni
The student alumni association,
Students Today Alumni Tomorrow (STAT),
hosted a breakfast of bagels, fruit, juice and
coﬀee for alumni who returned to campus
to recruit students at the Fall Career Fair. The
breakfast was held in the Alumni Lounge at
Castleman Hall.
Alumni in attendance included:
Chris Buterbaugh ’07, Jared Collier ’06, Jessica
Crouch ’99, ’00, Jarred Crouch ’01, ’03, Michael
Emanuel ’87, Alex Hofstetter ’08, Lauren
Huchingson ’07, Mark Madden ’03, Doug
Melton ’78, John Melton ’74, Adam Moore ’03,
’04, Keith Phelps ’96, Andrew Ricke ’07,
Dan Scott ’70, Graeme Stroker ’06, Richard
Szevery ’02, Jeﬀ Watrous ’94, Andrew White
’99, and Josh Worley ’06.

Miner Alumni
Association
represents and serves more than
50,000 graduates and former students.
Today’s association carries on the
proud tradition of support to
Missouri S&T, providing aid to
campus faculty, staﬀ and students.
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2008 Fall Career Fair
On Sept. 23 the largest career fair in university history was hosted by the Career
Opportunities Center. A total of 301 employers were on campus with approximately
200 alumni returning to campus to recruit graduates of their alma mater. For a list of
alumni in attendance, visit http://magazine.mst.edu.

Class of ‘59 Golden
Alumni Reunion
to be held in June

Founding remembered
The Missouri S&T community celebrated the campus’s 1870 founding on Nov. 6
commemorating the ﬁrst classes that were held at Rolla on Nov. 6, 1871.
The celebration, hosted by the Miner Alumni Association, was held at the Havener Center
where about 400 students, faculty and staﬀ were treated to cake, punch and door prizes to raise
their awareness of the rich history of their university.

Association celebrates 101st St. Pat’s
The Miner Alumni Association hosted a pre-parade party
from 8:30 to 11 a.m. Saturday, March 14, in the Alumni Lounge
of Castleman Hall. Complimentary coffee, juice and homemade
cinnamon rolls were served. Mimosas and Bloody Marys were
available at a cash bar. Immediately following the parade at the
Alumni Lounge, dollar beer and free pizza were served to alumni
and friends.

Homecoming 2009
Homecoming 2009 will be held Oct. 23-24 at the Alumni Lounge and Plaza located
at the corner of 10th and Main streets. Make plans now to attend. More details will be
published in the Summer issue of Missouri S&T Magazine. For hotel information and other
accommodations in the area, go to http://rollanet.org/business/motels.html.

The Class of 1959 will celebrate its
50th anniversary at the Golden Alumni
Reunion June 1-3 at Missouri S&T and
the Comfort Suites in Rolla. In addition
to reconnecting with each other, alumni
will tour their departments and learn
more about what is happening on
campus today.
The Miner Alumni Association will
host the alumni and present programs
on the association’s history, world events
50 years ago and MSM in 1959. The
three-day event ends with a grand
recognition ceremony, where class
members receive their 50-year pins and
certiﬁcates.
If you are a member of the Class
of 1959 and have not received your
invitation, or are from another class but
would prefer to celebrate your Golden
Alumni Reunion with the class of 1959,
please contact the alumni oﬃce at
alumni@mst.edu or call 573-341-4145
for more information.

Scholarship
recipients connect
with donors
Miner Alumni Association donors
and their scholarship recipients will meet
during the association’s scholarship
banquet on Friday, April 17.
More than 400 students who
receive scholarships through the alumni
association will be honored at the
banquet. Donors who provide named
scholarships through the association will
sit with the students who beneﬁt directly
from their generosity.
Alumni association directors will also
greet and congratulate the students.
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Annual alumni reception at Boeing

Kansas City
reunion for classes
of ’69, ’70, ’71
Oct. 4 – Cocktail Reunion
Carriage Club – Kansas City, Mo.
A cocktail reunion was held for
Kansas City area alumni of graduating
years ’69, ’70, and ’71. The event was
sponsored by Mr. and Mrs. Gregory L.
Julian ’70.
Attendees included William ’70 and
Janet Alexander; R. Dale ’70, ’71, ’72 and
Anita Hensley; Gregory ’70 and Martha
Julian; Samantha St. Julian; Kenneth Metz
’70, ’75; and Robert ’71 and Linda Weidner.
Missouri S&T representative: Elaine Russell.
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Top: Missouri S&T alumni who work at Boeing gather for their annual alumni reception.
Bottom left: John Hebert (left), Pat Wilson, CSci‘69 (center), and Jon Schneider, AE‘87
(right). Bottom right: John Eash, AE‘79 (left), and Chancellor John F. Carney III (right).

Alumni of Missouri S&T who work at Boeing in St. Louis gathered at the company
headquarters on Nov. 14 to meet Chancellor John F. Carney III and other campus
representatives as part of the Miner Alumni Association’s annual alumni reception.
During his remarks to the group, Carney highlighted the importance of the collaborative
relationships enjoyed by S&T and Boeing.
In addition to hiring more S&T graduates than many of our other corporate partners,
Boeing provides consistent scholarship, program and research support to S&T. Many of the
alumni in attendance also make personal commitments to S&T of their resources and time
by serving on advisory boards and assisting with student-centered projects.

Society of Petroleum Engineers Reception
Sept. 23 – Annual Technical Conference and Exhibition (ATCE)
Hyatt Regency Denver – Denver
The Miner Alumni Association and the Rocky Mountain Section hosted a reception for
alumni, faculty, staﬀ and students during the ATCE at the Colorado Convention Center in
Denver. Thank you to our additional sponsors: Delores Hinkle ’75 and the Missouri S&T petroleum
engineering program.
Attendees included Kyle Adamek, James Baird ’70, Larry Britt ’79, Dave Bufalo ’66, Stephanie
Bormann Branyon ’04, Mark Chapman ’07, Cindy Crow ’82, Aaron Croy, Mark Dieckmann ’82, ’88,
Richard Duﬀ ’02, ’04, Ryan Eisenbath, Don Ellison ’66, Brian ’07 and Melanie (Longi) ’07 Ewert, Richard
Finch ’79, Gary Gerhard ’68, Mark Gredell ’79, Bob Hea ’81, Lloyd ’86, ’91 and Teresa Heinze, Steven
Hilgedick, Delores Hinkle ’75, Ryan Hirsch, Jim Honefenger ’72, Jared Huckabee ’99, Randy Kerns ’74,
Bob Long ’94, Jack Lutz ’59, Ed May ’83, ’95, Mike Mullen ’76, Terry Palisch ’86, Steve Rector ’72, ’73, Lisa
Reeves ’94, Ralph ’84, ’86, and Ruth Roesler, Nathan Scheer, Geoﬀ Staﬀord ’08, Gerry Suellentrop ’81,
Archie Taylor ’77, Paula Tochen-Bell ’79, ’80, Herman ’60 and Carol Vacca, Caleb Waldbuesser, and
Scott ’80 and Traci Wehner. Missouri S&T representatives: Baojun Bai, Shari Dunn-Norman, Andreas
Eckert, Ralph Flori ’79, ’81, ’87, Paula McBurnett, Runar Nygaard, and Elaine Russell.

Summer Programs
http://summer.mst.edu

For Youth Grades 3-12
I t ’s y o u r w e e k e n d . M a k e i t m e m o r a b l e .

OGS
2009

EXPLORE the ELEMENTS
F RIDAY, A

PRIL

17 - S

UNDAY

, A PRIL 1 9

Lodge of Four Seasons – Lake Ozark, Missouri
F o r a n y q u e s t i o n s r e g a rd i n g t h e 2 0 0 9 O G S We e k e n d ,
please contact Christy Higgins at 573-341-6359.

• Aerospace Camp
• Computer Highly Interactive
Program (C.H.I.P.)
• Explosives Camp
• Girls Go Green
• It’s A Girl Thing
• Jackling Introduction
to Engineering
• Materials Camp
• Minority Introduction to
Technology & Engineering
(MITE)
• Missouri Academy for
Youth Advancement (MAYA)
• Nuclear Engineering Camp
• Robotics Camp
• Summer Research Academy
• Summer “Solutions” for Girls
• Summer Transportation
Institute (STI)

See what
interests you.
Apply or register online at

http://summer.mst.edu
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parents’ association

Parent of the Year and Outstanding GTA named

Meg Brady, mother of Missouri S&T graduate Lauren Brady-Oswald, Psych’08, was named
Missouri S&T’s Parent of the Year. William Otero (center) receives the 2008 Outstanding Graduate
Teaching Assistant Award from Alan Pringle (left), Curators’ Professor of physics and chair of the
university’s eﬀective teaching committee, and Provost Warren K. Wray.

Our mission
The mission of the Missouri S&T Parents’
and Guardians’ Association is to:
• Keep parents and guardians informed
of the university’s activities
• Encourage parents and guardians
to transmit their opinions and
suggestions to the university
• Engage in meaningful dialogue with
the administration and faculty on
issues involving the students and the
university
• Lead programs seeking contributions
for the university from parents and
parent-related sources
• Assist in bringing facts about the
university to a wider audience of
prospective students and friends
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Meg Brady, mother of Missouri S&T graduate Lauren Brady-Oswald, Psych’08, received the
2008 Parent of the Year Award during the university’s annual Family Day celebration on Saturday,
Sept. 27.
“I admire my mother’s ability to stand back and give me space. She has not always stepped in
and caught me even when she knows I’m falling. Yet she’s there when I truly need her. My mother has
mastered the balance of how much space to give me. For that I am very grateful.”
Also on Family Day, William Otero, a graduate teaching assistant in civil, architectural, and
environmental engineering, was named the 2008 Outstanding Graduate Teaching Assistant and
received a $500 stipend. In his nomination letter, Otero’s adviser Cesar Mendoza wrote:
“When William came to Missouri S&T, great things were expected of him. Certainly, our
expectations have been exceeded. William has excelled as a graduate teaching assistant and more
recently as an instructor of ﬂuid mechanics. He stresses understanding and learning in his classes.
And he works very hard at these!”

Parents’ and Guardians’
Association polo shirt
Show your pride in your Missouri S&T
student by wearing an S&T Parent polo shirt.
The shirts are on sale at the Missouri S&T
Bookstore for $32. All proceeds help support
the Parents’ and Guardians’ Association and
its mission.

Missouri S&T Parents’ and Guardians’ Association 2008-2009
Ofﬁcers

David Perdue
Rolla, Mo.

President
Fred Worth, ’87, ‘91
Arkadelphia, Ark.
worthf@hsu.edu

Northeast area
Pam Carte
Green City, Mo.
660-874-4826
pcarte@truman.edu

Lisa Kirkwood
Nixa, Mo.
417-724-8951
lmcdonald@mail.nixa.k12.mo.us

Northwest area

St. Louis area

Tom Alyea
Kansas City, Mo.
tealyea@yahoo.com

Joe and Diane Morrey
St. Joseph, Mo.
jamsite@ponyexpress.net

Villie Appoo
St. Louis
314-814-8716
vappoo@yahoo.com

Steve and Diane Epstein
Kansas City North, Mo.
816-587-5954
the.epsteins@att.net

Peter and Veronica Meeks
Liberty, Mo.
816-781-6110
veronica@lcﬂiberty.org

Christine Medley
St. Charles, Mo.
kavida7@charter.net

Trudy Jonas
Sugar Creek, Mo.
816-252-7043
jonaspetrovic@comcast.net

Michael Shryock
Trimble, Mo.
816-370-2541
mshryock@centurytel.net

Gilbert and Rhonda Newberry
Webster Groves, Mo.
314-918-0919
armaille@aol.com

Angelina Juarez
Kansas City, Mo.

Southeast area

Doug and Donna Shaw
Ballwin, Mo.
dshaw@americanequity.com

Vice Presidents

Donna Cartwright
Town and Country, Mo.
314-965-7470
dlcsds@sbcglobal.net
Secretary
Phyllis Steckel
Washington, Mo.
636-239-4013
psteckel@charter.net
Directors
Central area
Helen Jankowski and
Frankie Petersen
Columbia, Mo.
fpeterse@coin.org

Dennis Woltering
Florissant, Mo.
popcornkng@aol.com

Southwest area
Kathy Christy
Springﬁeld, Mo.
417-887-0108
christyk@otc.edu

Joseph and Susan Rapone
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
raponej@aol.com
Kansas City area

James Benedick
Midlothian, Ill.
circlejokey@yahoo.com

John and Marilyn McFarland
Kansas City, Mo.
816-942-8271
john.mcfarland@kutakrock.com

Frank and Deloris Adriano
Kansas City, Mo.
816-453-4319
dadriano@kc.rr.com

Jeff Kuhn
Kansas City, Mo.
816-560-5606
kcgill1@yahoo.com

Bernadette Johnson
Desloge, Mo.
homeartstudios@charter.net

Directors-at-large
Pat Benedick
Midlothian, Ill.
circlejokey@yahoo.com
Karla Cole
Mattoon, Ill.
colekarla@hotmail.com
Linda Loebach
Junction City, Kan.,
linda.loebach@us.army.mil
Jeff and Sara Schussele
Merriam, Kan.
913-362-4632
jschussele1@kc.rr.com
Tim and Cathy Voss
Fulton, Ark.
vossc@txkisd.net
Thomas and Judy Ward
Muscatine, Iowa
jbwardia@mchsi.com
Beth Worth
Arkadelphia, Ark.
worthf@hsu.edu

Do you know a student that would be a great addition to the Miner family?
Encourage them to visit campus and explore all that Missouri S&T has to offer.
Spring 2009 Campus Visit Opportunities
Miner Days – Smaller versions of our Open House programs.
Monday, March 30 • Friday, April 3 • Monday, April 13

Fly-In Weekend –

Special visit for out-of-state students, transportation provided from
Lambert-St. Louis – International Airport.
April 2-4

Open House – Campus throws the doors wide open for visitors and guests.
Friday, April 10

Individual Visits – An in-depth look at Missouri S&T personalized to your interests.
Available any day, Monday through Saturday

You’ll meet faculty, explore living options, tour campus, meet curent students, talk to Admissions and Financial Assistance representatives, and more.
RSVP by contacting: Missouri S&T Visitors’ Center | 106 Parker Hall | 1.800.522.0938 | visit.mst.edu
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section news

Driftless co-hosted with the Twin Cities Section

Sept. 20 – Tailgate and S&T football game University of Wisconsin-Stout – Menomonie, Wis.
Attendees included Rich ’96, Amy, Daniel, John, and Tommy Budinger; Mark ’94 and Mellanie
Goldsmith; Grant Johnson; Sarah Johnson ’97; Jim Kreilich ’68, ’72; Evan Mudd ’06; Joshua Mudd; Katie
Mudd; Kurt Oakes ’85; Ron Rimacci; Scott Scherwinski; John ’98, Erin ’98, Alex and Gwen Schillie; and
Kathy Shipman ’91.

air capital
Alumni, family and friends
gather in 51 sections around
the world. Here is a glimpse
of their activities.

Nov. 8 – Laser Tag – Laser Quest
Wichita, Kan.
Attendees included Sean Daly ’96; C. Rob Davis
’01; and Tony ’98 and Laura ’99 McLaughlin.

austin-san antonio

We want your
section news
Submit your section
news by April 6
to alumni@mst.edu
for inclusion in the
Summer 2009 issue.
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Dec. 10 – Social – J. Black’s Feel Good
Lounge – Austin, Texas
Attendees included Courtney Buck ’03; Frank
’66 and Brenda Cuzze; Matthew Gegg ’08; Ed
Hassinger ’91; Kirk Lawson ’85, ’87; Hank ’71
and Irene Sandhaus; Valerie Sebastian; Bob
Villhard ’85; and Tom Zuiss ’78. Missouri S&T
representative: Elaine Russell.

central ozarks
Sept. 13 – Annual MSPE Shrimp Feed and
S&T Football Game – Rolla, Mo.
Attendees included Harold Barr ’67; Shirley
Bayless; Roy ’71 and Paula Bethel; Cynthia
Bolon ’06; Sherrell Bolon; Riley Brown; Doug ’91
and Karla Carroll; Robert Conaway ’99; Lance
’07 and Ashley Cravens; Janey Dean ’91; Dave
’68 and Sue Dearth; Dick Elgin ’74, ’76; Bill
Ernst; Betty Eyberg; Harold ’66 and Joyce
Fiebelman; Dixie Finley ’68; Betty Franz; Dean
and Phyllis Gailbraith; Steve Hargis ’85 and
John Michael Hargis; Peggy R. Henderson; Julie
’99, ’00 Hirtz; Lola Howe; Larry Kilgore; David
Licklider; Kenny ’90 and Laura Light; Bill ’53
and Pat Lindgren; Anne Lindgren ’94; Kent
Mace ’89; Jeff Medows ’94; Susan Mills ’95; Lucia
Paik; Gary ’60, ’66 and Barbara ’61, ’65, ’85
Patterson; Bill Peach ’75; Curt Pohling; John
Powell ’47; Alice Beechner-Reeves ’83, ’84, ’98
and Orval Reeves; Chuck Remington ’49, ’50;
Vince Roach; Gary Robinson; Roberta
Robinson; Angie ’84 and Mark Rolufs;

Polly Scott-Showalter ’83 and Eric Showalter;
Si Sineath; Mike Sneed; Don Sparlin; Sharon
Spindle; Chris ’91, ’02 and JoAnn ’92 Steineman;
Norman Tucker ’40; Bruce Volner ’02; Jessica
Ward; Tammy Watson; Jared Wheaton ’06; and
Paul Woods ’96. Missouri S&T representatives:
Jennie Bayless ’89; Jerry Bayless ’59, ’62; Andrew
Careaga; Chancellor John F. Carney III; Paul
Hirtz ’95, ’97, ’02; Don Kennedy; Oh-Sung Kwon;
Sarah Moore; Don Myers ’61, ’64; Elaine Russell;
Lesley Sneed; Rick Stephenson; Marianne Ward;
and Warren K. Wray.

chicago
Nov. 1 – Dinner with S&T architecture,
technology and society class
Giordano’s – Chicago
Attendees included Aaron Garland ’01; Melvin
Harris ’01; Mike ’77 and Sandy ’77 Marx;
Michael ’00, ’02 and Elizabeth ’02 Matthews;
and Tommy Mills ’02, ’04. Missouri S&T
representative: Jeff Schramm ’92.

cincinnati-dayton
Oct. 25 – Luncheon and S&T football
game – Central State University
Wilberforce, Ohio
Attendees included Henry ’68 and Elizabeth
Brown; Gary Brunner ’65, ’67; Laura Eloe; Roger
’61 and Hilda Gardner; Jay ’71 and Brenda
Jones; Russ ’62 and Laura Kamper; Mary
Morrison Prichard; and Jim Steibel ’88, ’91
and son.

houston
Dec. 6 – Holiday celebration
Phil ’70 and Arni Ilavia residence
Houston
Attendees included Wil ’72 and Julie Bertrand;
John ’74 and Sharon Campbell; Warren Carroll
’59; Lori Stapp Crocker ’88; Mike ’81 and Rosie
Flannigan; Alison Ibendahl ’05; Phil ’70 and
Arni Ilavia; Ed ’67 and Gail ’67 Kettenbrink;
Curt ’73, ’80 and Marybeth Killinger; Sarajane
Kroupa ’02; Zack Lawrence ’03; Jim ’67 and
Carolyn Medlin; Russ Pfeifle ’74; Larry Ragsdale
’98; Nicole Talbot ’77; and Herman ’60 and
Carol Vacca. Missouri S&T representative:
Patty Ingle.

indianapolis
Oct. 16 – Homecoming happy hour
Fox and the Hound - Indianapolis
Attendees included Jim Dillard ’53; Emily
Wehmeyer ’97, ’00; Dalton Welsh ’65; Les ’66
and Linda Stewart; and Karl Morrison ’82.
Dec. 2 – Holiday celebration
Buca di Beppo – Indianapolis
Attendees included Wes Merkle ’03, ’04; Karl ’82
and Deb Morrison; Ken Pendleton ’60; Les ’66
and Linda Stewart; Joe ’72 and Sandy Ward;
and Emily Wehmeyer ’97, ’00.

kansas city
Nov. 18 – Social hour – Tomfooleries
Kansas City, Mo.
Attendees included Mark Algaier ’75; Kenneth
Bandelier ’97; Dan Daegling ’06; Kevin Eisenbeis
’79; Thomas Hoecker ’08; Robert Lichtenberg ’08;
Jim Lynn ’85; Michael McMenus ’81; Rich
Nickols ’85; Warren B. Pierce ’86; Mike ’99 and
Alisa (Duncan) ’99 Robar; Linda Skouby ’87;
Pat Toby ’88; Mike Turrentine ’00; Zach ’02 and
Claire ’03 White; and Wei Zhao ’03.

Above: Houston Section, Houston. Herman ‘60
and Carol Vacca entertain the section with holiday
favorites on the piano.

Above: Austin-San Antonio Section, Austin, Texas
Right: Indianapolis Section, Indianapolis,
celebrates homecoming.
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Oklahoma Section, Bartlesville, Okla.

New section
planned:
Gulf Coast Region

Dec. 11 – Organizational dinner
The Dock Bar & Grill
Gulfport, Miss.
Alumni of the neighboring areas
of southern Mississippi, southeast
Louisiana and southwest Alabama
held a dinner meeting to discuss the
formation of a new section of the
Miner Alumni Association.
Attendees included James ’63 and
Rhoda Libiez; Merrill Stevens ’83, ’88;
Bobbie Thompson; and Jay Wallmark ’91.
Missouri S&T representative:
Elaine Russell.
34
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lincolnland
Oct. 29 – Annual fall dinner
Motor Boat Club – Springfield, Ill.
Attendees included Tom Feger ’69; Lynn ’68
and John Frasco; T.J. ’66 and Connie May;
Ed Midden ’69; Rich ’64 and Sandy Mochel;
Jerry ’70 and Mary Parsons; Laura Sakach
’89; John ’77 and Kathy Stutsman; Will ’66 and
Carol Sudduth; Randy Vogel ’88; and Amanda
’99, ’02 and Andrew Withers. Missouri S&T
representatives: Angie Rolufs ’84 and John
Sheffield.
Oct. 31 - Dinner with S&T architecture,
technology, and society class
The Pizza Machine – Springfield, Ill.
Attendees included Adam Benzabeh; Elizabeth
Bohl; Scott Brendler; Cory Brennan; Brooke
Burroughs; Kathleen Chiles; Tom Feger ’69;
Yakov Filipets; Zack Flageolle; Jake Garrard;
Bethany Gordon; Courtney Greene; Nate Hirt;
Amanda Kertz; Travis Kayser; Will Kirby; Kyle
Marlay; Jenna McGregor; Dan O’Connell; Adam
Paddock; Jerry Parsons ’70; Leo Peirick; Jaime
Pierce; Nichole Podhorsky; Derrick Quint;
Matt Rankins; Laura Rathe; Rebecca Russell;

Stephanie Rust; Rachel St. Juliana; Amanda
Schaneman; Jason Sellers; Nichole Stuckey; Nick
Trapani; Meghan Walter; Winata Wijaya; and
Joshua Young. Missouri S&T representative: Jeff
Schramm ’92.

oklahoma
Oct. 30 – Miner Pride dinner
Bob ’68, ’70, ’74 and Ginny Pahl residence
Bartlesville, Okla.
Attendees included Preston Carney ’02, ’03;
Mark ’79 and Terri Krahenbuhl; Vernon T.
McGhee ’42; Grace Mains; Dale ’66 and Judy
Munn; and Bob ’68, ’70, ’74 and Ginny Pahl.
Missouri S&T representatives: Patty Ingle
and Elaine Russell.

rocky mountain
Nov. 2 – Homecoming party
City Pizza and Pasta– Arvada, Colo.
Attendees included Tom Anton ’89, ’97;
Stephanie ’04 and Mathew Branyon; Dave
Bufalo ’66; Roger Dewey ’69, ’71; Bob ’70 and
Myrtle Dorroh; Dick Doutt ’71; Brian ’07 and
Melanie (Longi) ’07 Ewert; Mark ’84 and Dolly
Jelinski; Stephen H. Kane ’86; Randy ’74 and
Cherie Kerns; Adam Lewis ’04; Cynthia
Powers; Mike ’08 and Katie ’08 Romero; and
Bill Schwamle ’75, ’76.

st. louis
Nov. 29 – S&T basketball game and
gathering – UMSL – St. Louis
Attendees included Don and Nancy Brackhahn;
Randy Dreiling ’81; Tim ’88, Shari, Curtis, Jon,
and Megan Hudwalker; Lisa, Allison and Tyler
Kean; Milt Murry ’64, ’80; Sharon Panian;
and Steve and Jessica Ward. Missouri S&T
representatives: John Kean and Marianne Ward.

west texas
Dec. 9 – Holiday celebration
Mike ’78 and Cathie Party residence
Midland, Texas
Attendees included Thomas Alleman ’96; Jerry
’58 and Peggy Armstrong; W.A. ’70 and Nancy
Baker; Gary ’68 and Leah Gerhard; Frank ’66
and Aurelia Kieffer; Robert Lee ’79; Alan ’80
and Renee Means; Sal Pagano ’73; Mike ’78
and Cathie Party; Andy ’83 and Odella Rickard;
and Jack Rose ’72, ’74.

Annual section leaders meeting
Oct. 17 – Miner Alumni Association, Castleman Hall – Rolla, Mo.
Executive board members of the alumni sections gathered for their annual meeting
during Homecoming. Sections participating included Carolinas Piedmont, Heartland,
Houston, Kansas City, Lincolnland,
MD-VA-DC, Northern Alabama,
Oklahoma, Pacific NW, Rocky
Mountain, St. Louis and
West Texas.
Attendees included Kenneth
Bandelier ’97; Dave Bufalo ’66;
Preston Carney ’02, ’03; James Carter
’66, ’68, ’70; Tom Feger ’69; Gary Hines
’95; Chris Mayberry ’98; Pete Malsch
’62; Ed Midden ’69; Milt Murry ’64, ’80;
Doug Niermeyer ’89; Mike Party ’78;
Russ Pfeifle ’74; Nicole Talbot ’77; and
Brian Tenholder ’97. Missouri S&T
Section Leaders Meeting, Rolla, Mo.
representatives: Paul Hirtz ’95, ’97,
’02; Bob Phelan; and Elaine Russell.

prospective student receptions
Chicago
Pheasant Run Resort and Spa
St. Charles, Ill.
Nov. 19 – Attendees included
Jamie Bennett ’84; John Berger ’68;
Brandon Kruse ’04; Mike ’77 and
Sandy ’77 Marx; Tommy Mills ’02, ’04;
Joe Monie ’74; Bob Morrison ’71;
Bob Saxer ’61, ’62; and Jeff Wood ’02.
Missouri S&T representative:
Courtney Wallace.

Dallas-Ft. Worth
Bell Helicopter – Forth Worth, Texas
Dec. 4 – Attendees included
Matt Cordner ’84; Bryan Cupples ’86;
and Frank Minden ’72. Missouri S&T
representative: Laura Hall.

Owens Corning – Irving, Texas
Dec. 9 – Attendees included
Greg Baird ’07; Daniel Grose ’77; Brian
Kavanaugh ’78; Jerry Kettler ’65; Jon King
’97; Eric Link ’96; and Ben White ’04.
Missouri S&T representative: Laura Hall.

Georgia
Clark Atlanta University – Atlanta
Sept. 25 – Attendees included
Dan DeRiemer ’72; Gregory Etter ’06;
Mark Fehlig ’73; Karla Italiano ’00, ’02;
Ken Murdock ’62; Vijay Panchal ’70;
and Ted Waldbart ’78.
Missouri S&T representatives:
Wayne Huebner ’82, ’97; Sunnie Hughes;
Debbie Schatz; and Marianne Ward.
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1939

1943

1949

Elmond L. Claridge, ChE, MS
ChE’41, received the 2008 Society
of Petroleum Engineers Honorary
Membership for his work in the
petroleum industry. “I am now 91,
retired and disabled, but I have a
loving third wife who cares for me.
I’m living happily with memories
of my seven diﬀerent enjoyable
careers. Cheers to the few that
are left of the ‘39ers. Skoal!”

Waldemar M. Dressel, GGph:
“I still live in Rolla with Laura, my
wife of 65 years. We enjoy our
children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren, and I am active
in the Rolla Lions Club.”

Erwin G. Blankenmeister, EE,
plans to attend his 60-year class
reunion in Rolla.
David F. Brasel, ChE: “Keeping
active in church and in computer,
veteran and digital camera clubs
and activities, while still giving
the doctors a thing to do now
and then – glad to see the school
name improvement.”
Landon C. Viles, CE: “My wife,
Virginia, and I had our annual
visit with J.R. Ramsey, MinE’49,
and his wife in Copper Hill, Tenn.
Although not quite as spry as we’d
like to be, we are grateful that we
are as good as we are.”

1940

The days before
dog tags
During the Civil War, soldiers pinned
crude identiﬁcation papers to themselves
during battle so that they could be
recognized in the event of their death.
Manufacturers saw a potential market and
began to sell more durable identiﬁcation
discs. Since then, dog tags have become a
symbol of the American soldier.
In his recent book, Identiﬁcation
Discs of Union Soldiers in the Civil War,
Joseph Stahl, Math’69, MS CSci’72, takes
a look at the history and production of
the original identiﬁcation discs.
The book contains detailed histories
for each of the 49 styles of identiﬁcation
discs created during the Civil War era.
A general guide to the authentication
of the discs is included for collectors.
Stahl recently retired after almost
29 years as a researcher for the Institute
for Defense Analyses. He currently lives
in Keedysville, Md., close to the Antietam
Battleﬁeld, to continue his research about
the Civil War.
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John D. McClendon, ChE:
“I’ve been retired for 27 years. My
wife, Jeanette, passed away after
a ﬁve-month battle with cancer.
A year later, I married Mildred
Grace Strom in Spokane, Wash.,
who was widowed after 39 years as
a Montana minister’s wife. I’m now
living with my daughter in Royse
City, Texas. I turned 90 in October.”
John J. O’Neill Jr., ChE: “I am still
hanging on – I turned 89 years old
in September. Life has been good
to me.”

1941
Donald H. Falkingham, PetE:
“My wife planned a birthday party
to celebrate my 90th birthday
in December 2008, in Saint Pete
Beach, Fla.”
Marvin E. Nevins Jr., MetE:
“Hanna and I divide our time
between Waukesha, Wis., and
Naples, Fla. We play golf two or
three times a week and visit our
children in Tacoma, Wash.,
Wisconsin, Chicago and maybe
Costa Rica. Tough visiting 90-yearolds! We’re proud that our former
company, Wisconsin Centrifugal, is
still going great guns as MetalTek.”

1944
Frederick H. Drewing, EE:
“Thanks to Rolla and my electrical
engineering degree, I enjoyed a
successful 41-year career with
Emerson Electric Co. I still enjoy
contact with Rolla and Emerson
since retirement in 1986.”
John L. Krall, EE: “After 23 years
of retirement, my life completely
changed when my wife of 59
years, Dorothy, passed away. I will
be living with my daughter, Jody
Fowler, just a few blocks from my
old home.”
Edmund J. Waltenspiel, CE:
“Father Time and cancer conspired
to put me in an assisted living
facility.”

1947
William McKinnell, MetE: “My
wife, Marilyn, and I have moved to
Sunrise Assisted Living in Littleton,
Colo. Three of our four children
live in Denver, near Sunrise. Last
time in Rolla was 1997 for our
50th class reunion.”

1948
Alvin H. Shwartz, MetE:
“I ﬁnally gave up as a ski teacher
in Colorado and changed my
winter address to Carlsbad, Calif.”

1950
Eugene A. Bartels, CE: “Marilyn
and I celebrated our 57th
anniversary, I attended my
65th high school reunion in
Edwardsville, Ill., and I attended
the same church on the 83rd
anniversary of my baptism. Not
the best year health-wise, as I’ve
had my 34th surgery and my
eighth stroke, but I keep on
plugging away.”
Delmar Breuer, MS CE: “My wife
of 59 years, Ethelene, passed away
in July. We met and married while
I was teaching mechanics at MSM
in 1949.”
Robert W. Buel, MetE, has
a granddaughter, Laura Buel,
who received her architectural
engineering degree from
Missouri S&T in 2008. His other
granddaughter, Marcella Buel,
is a sophomore at S&T. His son,
Michael Buel, ME’81, is also
a graduate.
Karlheinz Eissinger, GGph, CE’51:
“Remember when Gamma Delta
had a house on 9th Street? Board
and room was $50 per month!”

Donald W. Marshall, CE: “How
short the summers seem to be.
We head out to the Corpus Christi
area for the winter months. We’re
both getting older; however, seem
to keep in pretty good health. It is
hard to believe that it has been 58
years since we left MSM and Rolla.”
Theodore J. Reeves, CE: “Enjoyed
the Sports Hall of Fame induction
and festivities in the fall of 2007. I
co-founded GWS Contractors Inc.
in Bonne Terre, Mo., in 1968 and
retired in 2001. We held a 40th
year in business celebration in
November 2008.”
William A. Spencer, ME: “Alive
and kicking. I go to the ﬁtness
center three mornings a week for
an hour. I can still do a headstand
with hands. I have been retired
from Alamos Lab for 24 years.”
Harold E. Tibbs, GGph, and his
wife, Florence celebrated their
60th wedding anniversary on
an Alaskan cruise with all six of
their children, spouses and
grandchildren – 36 total in
attendance. They have been
retired for 18 years and are doing
well in Las Vegas.

1951

1953

John W. Brillos, ME: “Enjoying life
as always.”
William A. Givens, PetE: “If
anybody needs a Morgan horse,
I’ve got some.”
Loren Hargus Jr., ME: “I’m 81
and still having fun. Pat and I
celebrated our 57th anniversary.”
Dean Kleinkopf, GGph, is a
consulting geologist living in
Mesquite, Nev. His wife, Nancy,
is a ﬁction writer.
Roy G. Miles, GGph: “Still retired
in Roanoke, Va. My wife, Gailen,
is completing her MBA. In August
2008, I headed back to the cottage
in Ontario where I spend about
two and a half months per year.”

Bert L. Smith, ME, MS ME’60,
is in his second year of terminal
brain cancer. He appreciates the
calls and cards from his Miner
friends during his illness.

1952
Francis S. Basler, CE: “We had
a great time in 1952.”
John E. Evans, PetE: “My wife,
Jackie, passed away May 17. She
was the Kappa Sigma sweetheart
of 1950 and was in the St. Pat’s
Parade.”

1954
James A. Gerard, CE: “Nancy and
I have enjoyed living in Orlando,
Fla., for the past 15 years. I’m
presently an associate in the
Peabody Hotel Athletic Club.
It is great fun meeting wonderful
people from around the world.”

1958
Edward R. Degenhart, CE:
“We have wonderful memories
of the outstanding program and
hospitality at our 50th in May.”
Larry B. Meyer, CE: “My wife and
I certainly enjoyed ourselves at the
Golden Alumni Reunion.”
(continued on page 38)

Selim retires after
32 years
Born in Cairo,
Egypt, Ali Selim,
PhD CE’77, has spent
the past 32 years as
a faculty member
specializing in
transportation
engineering at
South Dakota State
University. “South Dakota is a home away
from home,” he says. “I grew to love the
job, and the people are very warm and
very friendly.”
Selim was responsible for $5 million
in research and projects concerning
asphalt technology and low-volume
roads. Now that he’s retired, Selim is
moving to California to be close to his
son and continue his research as professor
emeritus. He has also been selected to
organize the international conference
on transportation to be held in May
2010 in Cairo.

Grains and Grapes

email

Send your email
address to —
alumni@mst.edu

Robert E. Markland, CE’63, bobbym@sc.rr.com

Al Wentz, ChE, MS ChE’59, and his wife, Joan, hosted the seventh annual Grains and
Grapes Barbecue for Pi Kappa Alpha alumni in September. The group enjoyed smoked
pork and chicken, a variety of side dishes, and the commemorative cake provided by
Marv Ringer, ME’57.

Kristen (Duvall) Rericha, BAdm’07,
kristenrericha@gmail.com
Frank Rosenberger, ME’66, fmrose@grics.net
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Eugene R. Russell, CE: “My wife,
Mary, and I welcomed our 36th
grandchild, Avery Eugene, on
Oct. 2. Although I’m oﬃcially
retired as professor emeritus of
civil engineering at Kansas State
University, I still conduct highway
safety research and am currently
working on six research projects.”

1959
Edward O. Wakeﬁeld, CE:
“Enjoying retirement in the
St. Louis area. Lots of traveling last
year, with visits to China, Mexico,
Peru and Ecuador.”

1960

Washam named
outstanding engineer
Breck Washam, ME’90, was recently
named Outstanding Engineer of the Year
in Private Practice by the St. Louis chapter
of the Missouri Society of Professional
Engineers. Washam is associate vice
president and general manager for
Burns & McDonnell in St. Louis.
The Outstanding Engineer of the
Year in Private Practice award is given
annually to recognize professional
achievements, education, contributions
to the profession and community
involvement. Washam joined Burns
& McDonnell in 1990. Since then, he
has worked on power plant, industrial and
laboratory projects. He has provided
project management and engineering
design services for numerous clients.
Many of those projects have received
recognition from trade and industry
groups.
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Paul B. Medley II, EE: “We still
enjoy retirement in eastern
Tennessee vacationland –
Sevierville, Pigeon Forge,
Gatlinburg and the Smokey
Mountain National Park. My
main interest is motorcycle riding
in the area. Betty is busy
housekeeping and volunteering.”
Henry Salimzadeh, ChE:
“My wife, Vajee, and I continue to
enjoy our retirement in Paris since
our return from the Middle East.
Two of our three children (Joseph
and Roxanne) live in New York
and our third (Susan) is, for the
time being, still residing in the
Middle East.”

1961
Jerry Edison, CE: “We have
set up a scholarship for boys
from Newburg, Mo., to attend
Missouri S&T. My wife has set
one up at Polo, Mo., to attend
the University of Central Missouri.”
Farouk El-Baz, MS GGph, PhD
GGph’64, had a student award
established in his name by the
Geological Society of America
Foundation to encourage and
support desert research by up
to two students at $2,500 each
per year. El-Baz also won the
Best Letter Award by the Remote
Sensing and Photogrammetry

Society of the United Kingdom
for a paper he co-wrote about
a crater-shaped feature in the
Great Sahara.
Bruce L. Stinchcomb, GGph, PhD
GGph’78, is working on a series
of books about fossils, including
those in Missouri.
Paul Whetsell, PetE: “I am
now employed by the United
Methodist Church as the
administrative assistant for the
Cheaha District of the North
Alabama Conference. We provide
support for 32 churches with
86 ministries.”

1963
Robert E. Markland, CE: “Retired
at the end of June 2008, after
40 years as a professor in business
schools (30 years at the University
of South Carolina, nine years at
the University of Missouri-St. Louis
and one year at Arizona State
University). I live in Irmo, S.C.,
with my wife of 43 years, Mylla.
We enjoy travel, church activities
and gym workouts. We have two
sons and nine grandchildren.”

1964
Abram L. Cortelyou, CE, retired
from the Missouri Department
of Transportation in September.

1966
Frank Rosenberger, ME: “I retired
two years ago after more than 40
years with Illinois Power/Dynegy
in the power industry. I have been
enjoying my grandkids and some
traveling. My main job now is as
caregiver to my bride of 41 years.
Would enjoy hearing from old
friends at fmrose@grics.net.”

1968
James L. Kreilich, ME, MS CSci’72:
“Would love to know if anyone
has some good video of Rolla
landmarks on YouTube for
viewing – email me at
j.kreilich@miner.mst.edu.”

1969
Frederick R. Carman Jr., MS
Chem: “I recently retired after more
than 35 years as the lab manager
and research coordinator for the
department of obstetrics and
gynecology and women’s health
division of endocrinology,
molecular biology and basic
scientiﬁc research at the University
of Louisville School of Medicine.
My wife, Virginia, and I live
in Floyds Knobs, Ind., where I golf,
ﬁsh and enjoy our ﬁve grandsons.”

1972
Lloyd Alinder, ME: “Our son, Kyle,
19, is in his second year at Webster
University. Our daughter, Monica,
18, will graduate from high school
in December and enter the Illinois
Institute of Art–Chicago in January
2009.”
Richard D. Dickinson, PhD
Chem: “A while back, I left the
corporate world and now work
as a consultant on materials and
process chemistry issues involving
continuous coil coating, specialty
coatings and adhesive bonding
of sub-miniature electronic
components. This is my 15th
year living in Chicago near
Lake Michigan.”

1973
Dennis C. Edwards, ME, MS
ME’74: “Roberta and I celebrated
our 40th wedding anniversary
in 2008. Our youngest son, Derek
Edwards, ChE’98, and his wife,
Kristin, blessed us with our second
grandson, Aedan in March 2008.”

David Motherwell, CE: “I have
served as president of the St. Louis
chapter of the Association for the
Advancement of Cost Engineering
since 2006. Prior to that, I served
as president of the St. Louis Writers
Guild for ﬁve years. I’m currently
a project controls manager at the
ConocoPhillips Reﬁnery in Wood
River, Ill.”

1974
John Campbell, ChE, received
the Distinguished Society Service
Award at the ISA’s Honors and
Awards Gala in October. He is
an instrumentation consultant
for ConocoPhilips Co.
Karen Aldridge
Crawford, EMgt,
was invited to join
The American
College of
Environmental
Lawyers. She is a
partner at Nelson Mullins Riley
& Scarborough in Columbia, S.C.
Jonathan T. Motherwell, CE:
“I have established my own
company, acting as an independent
consultant, primarily in the
environmental area. I reduced
my commute and my carbon
footprint in the process.”
David Sager, ME: “Greetings
to our many lasting friends from
Rolla. Earlier this year, I began my
fourth engineering career as a
construction manager for CRS
Reprocessing Services in Louisville,
Ky. The company recycles slurry,
coolant and lubricants for
electronic and solar industries at
customer sites around the world.
Our middle son is a secondgeneration Miner in his third year.”
Kenneth Schulenburg, MinE,
moved to northern Nevada and
works for Newmont Mining Co.
Steven M. Tillman, CE, MS
CE’78: “To my friend Rocky
(Dr. Rockaway), it’s been 31 years
since our great mile run. What
about another race? Can you beat
7:30? The kids are growing very
fast. Matthew is 17, a junior playing football and wrestling. Amanda
is 12 and in sixth grade.

Natalae (Tillman), ME’86, and I
are very proud of both of them!
It seems we’re always busy with
school activities. Best wishes and
God bless!”

1977
Michael J. Filla, CE, MS CE’81:
“I’m vice president of sales and
marketing for Nooter/Eriksen
in St. Louis. My son, Joe Filla,
received his civil engineering
degree from Missouri S&T in 2006,
Chris graduated from Ranken Tech
in 2008, and Laura is attending
nursing school.”

rounds, one IED and bunches of
friends at Pointe of Hope Church.
Currently working for the U.S.
Army Engineering School, but
missed out on an all-expenses-paid
trip to Afghanistan because I did
not have a current and valid credit
card. Moral of the story – keep
your paperwork in order or miss
out…or maybe not.”

1980
David Schmitt, CE, has an update
in the 1983 section. See Kathy
Schmitt.

1981

1978
James L. “Jim” Donahoe III,
GGph, celebrated his 30th
wedding anniversary to Rona
in November. The family took
a two-week cruise and land tour
of Alaska in June.

1979
Edward
Jantosik Jr., ME,
joined Burns
& McDonnell
as an associate
mechanical
engineer
in St. Louis.
Stanley C. Sikes, CE: “I was
recalled to active duty by the
Navy in June 2008 for three years.
I’m stationed at Millington, Tenn.,
so I didn’t have to move my home
and family.”
Becky Corlew Wingﬁeld, CE:
“I returned from a one-year tour
in Iraq. Construction projects
included electrical substations,
reverse osmosis water plants,
public health clinics, roads and
pedestrian bridges, transmission
lines in Basra and Thi Qar
Provinces and a roll-on/roll-oﬀ
shipping berth at Um Qasr. I could
see Iran from Um Qasr but the
haze prevented mountain vistas
from my Basra oﬃce. Missed by
1,000 rockets, 350 small arms

Ernie Banks, ChE, was recognized
for his years of coaching youth
sports in the South Side area
of St. Louis.
Benjamin Lee Hankins, GeoE:
“I served as the Missouri S&T
representative at the Charles
County, Md., college fair in
September. Thousands of high
school juniors and seniors and
their parents came to check
out the more than 130 colleges
and universities. Despite stiﬀ
competition from schools like
Virginia Tech, Penn State and the
University of Maryland, S&T
generated some real interest.”
George Harville, CE: “I am a
construction manager for Parsons
Brinckerhoﬀ. I manage several
projects in Fontana, Calif.,
including the renovation of
a historic theater, downtown
facades and a new pedestrian
trail. My boys are 9 and 14.”

1983
Kathy (Herrmann) Schmitt,
ME, MS ME’89: “Dave (Schmitt),
CE’80, is vice president at Q. Grady
Minor Associates – a Miner/Minor
through and through. I am
product manager for energy
eﬃciency programs at Florida
Power and Light Co. Both boys
are in high school, with college
around the corner.”
(continued on page 40)

Focused on
photography
Greg Stowell, ME’85, MS ME’87,
applies his mechanical engineering
degrees to photography, which is more
than just a hobby to him. “I understand
the mechanics of the camera,” Stowell
told the Queens (N.Y.) Chronicle. “It’s like
another eye for me.”
After graduating from
Missouri S&T, Stowell traveled and
worked on his photography skills.
He focused on buildings and structures.
When he settled in New York, he started
to photograph street scenes. “The camera
always goes around with me...The streets
of Queens, the streets of Manhattan,
wherever I go,” Stowell told the newspaper.
Stowell works with ﬁlm only.
He doesn’t do digital photography and
he doesn’t crop or manipulate his pictures
in any way. More than 30 coﬀee shops,
cafes, schools, banks, galleries, museums
and diners in New York have shown
Stowell’s photography.

Virtual career fair
becomes reality
Ben Rhew, CpEng’03, recently got a
job in a new-fashioned way. As a part of
the online community and virtual world,
Second Life, Rhew was able to attend a
virtual job fair and land a job with the
Missouri Department of Natural
Resources.
Second Life, created by Linden Lab,
is a site that oﬀers a diverse selection of
social, academic and business
opportunities. The Missouri state
government is not the only business to
have recruiting outposts in the virtual
world. As the need for more technically
oriented professionals grows, the use of
Second Life and similar services is
allowing employers to locate new talent
in a revolutionary way.
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1984

1995

Leslie E. Snyder, AE: “I am still
in the U.S. Air Force, currently
stationed at Cannon AFB, N.M.
I am still ﬂying and I’m the chief
navigator for the new Air Force
Special Operations MC-130W
aircraft.”

Marsha Rana Wayman, EMgt:
“I am ﬁnishing up my year as
president of the Colorado Springs
Alumnae Panhellenic Association.
We were recognized by our
national organization with the
Citation of Merit award for
2005-2007. I also continue to work
in fundraising for the Humane
Society and just ﬁnished my third
year as a committee chair for our
annual fundraising gala, which
raised more than $130,000 in one
evening.”

1986
Natalae (Postma) Tillman, ME,
has an update in the 1974 section.
See Steven Tillman.

1996

1989
Michael Unland,
ME, joined Burns
& McDonnell as
a senior project
manager in
St. Louis.

Fashion frenzy
Get prepared to see how the world
views your fashion sense. RestyleMe.com,
founded by Tuncay Akbas, CSci’98, is an
innovative site oﬀering free personal style
advice.
The site is diﬀerent from other photo
rating services, using a more precise
voting system and tools not previously
employed on fashion sites. Photos can
be tagged to give precise feedback about
individual style items. The advice and style
votes received can be ﬁltered by gender,
age or location.
“It’s a fun and unique way of getting
honest ratings and practical style advice
from many people at the same time,”
says Akbas.
The site also features social
networking opportunities, including
friend lists, messaging and a style proﬁle.

1991
James Edward DeVaney Jr., AE:
“I am doing well back in Oklahoma
City as a safety oﬃcer and E-3
navigator, ﬁnally getting promoted
to lieutenant colonel in the
Air Force. I am enjoying more
happiness with my wife, Halyna,
and daughter, Roksolana.”

1993
Diana (Schwalje) Faulkner, ChE:
“Still living in the Houston, Texas,
area, with two kids and a husband.
Our house near Clear Lake
survived Hurricane Ike! I’ve
been back to work part time in
consulting since October 2006.”
Jon Michael Gibbs, PetE, is
now living in Nigeria as a facility
engineering manager for
ExxonMobil Corp.

Chris Brown, Math, MS Math’97,
joined California Lutheran
University as an assistant professor
of mathematics. Brown received
his doctorate at the University
of Colorado at Boulder.

1997
Scott Preston, CE,
MS EMgt’02: “Life’s
been busy – In
2007, I earned
my P.E. and my
family and I left
Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo., and moved to
Lansing, Kan. I attended the U.S.
Army Command and General
Staﬀ College at Fort Leavenworth,
graduating in June 2008. In July
I moved to Germany and soon
after deployed to Iraq for my
second tour. I now serve as a major
in Kirkuk, Iraq, in the 18th Engineer
Brigade. We work side by side with
the State Department’s Provincial
Reconstruction Team to help build
a stable and secure environment
for the 1.5 million people living
in the Kirkuk province. Kirkuk is
historically and ethnically mixed
and Iraq’s biggest oil-producing
city. We interact with its leadership
daily. Some issues we assist
with include solving decades
of land disputes from Saddam’s
Arabization and preparing for

upcoming elections that could
determine if Kirkuk joins the
Kurdish Regional Government
or stays part of the government
of Iraq.”
James William Quashnock, EE:
“I graduated from the U.S. Air
Force Test Pilot School last
December. I stay at Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif., where I test C-17
and C-130 aircraft.”
Michael Quinn, EE, MS EE’99,
recently earned his Ph.D. in
electrical engineering from the
University of California–Santa
Barbara. He accepted a job with
The MathWorks in the Boston
area. He still misses KMNR.

1998
Shawn Aaron Bailey, CE:
“I serve as project manager for
Northstar Management Co.
My wife, Heather, and I reside
in Kirkwood, Mo., with daughters
Ruby, 5, and Emme, 3.”
Jennifer (Stewart)
Stewart, ME, MS
ME’99, has worked
for Emerson
Climate
Technologies plant
in Lebanon, Mo.
for nine years. “I married Chris,
who has the same last name.
We just had a new baby
(see page 43), and our son
Brandon, 3, was featured in a
TV commercial last year for the
Southwest Center for Independent
Living in Springﬁeld, Mo. He was
born with spina biﬁda and is
paralyzed from the waist down,
and uses a ‘mobile stander’ to
get around.”

1999
Scott Moeller, ME: “I joined
the Tulsa Fire Department as a
ﬁreﬁghter and I’m also certiﬁed
to drive the ﬁre engines. It’s
exciting, and you get to help
people in need. Besides ﬁreﬁghting,
I’ve helped perform vehicle
extrications and rescued an
unconscious person in a house ﬁre.”
(continued on page 42)
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weddings
Jonathan Ballmann, CE’04, married Julie Blickman
in June 2008. The couple lives in Washington, Mo.
Travis Alan Dierks, EE’05,
MS EE’07, and Laura
Nicole Bender, CerE’08,
were married on Nov. 17,
2007. Laura is the
daughter of Thomas
Ross Bender, ME’80.
The couple lives in Rolla, where Travis is pursuing
his Ph.D.
Ian Downard, ECE’00, MS
ECE’02, married Rebecca
Mischel on March 18, 2008.
The couple lives in
Portland, Maine.

Curt Gilliam, Math’08,
and Jamie Calvert,
Econ’08, Math’08, were
married on June 14, 2008.
The couple lives in
Maryland Heights, Mo.

James Rericha, ArchE’07,
and Kristen Duvall, BAdm’07,
were married March 16, 2008.
The couple lives in
Clemson, S.C.

Jeremy Glenn, EE’03, and
Corie Reeves, NucE’01,
were married on May 26,
2007. The couple lives
in Naperville, Ill. Corie
is the daughter of the
late Michael A. Reeves,
EMgt’79, and the niece
of Michael C. Vincent,
CerE’97.

Gaurav Sharma,
MS EE’08, and Sushmita
Dhakal, MS CE’08, were
married last summer.
The couple lives in
Maryland Heights, Mo.

Douglas Ingerly, CerE’94, married Carlene Faessler
on June 14, 2008. The couple lives in Portland, Ore.

Cody Eubanks, ME’05,
and Claire Cardwell,
EnvE’06, were married on
May 24, 2008. The couple
lives in Fulton, Mo.

Brian Ewert, MinE’07, and
Melanie K. Longi, CE’07,
were married on Oct. 25,
2008. The couple lives in
Westminster, Colo.

Leslie E. Snyder, AE’84,
married Cathan Hill on
April 7, 2007.

Jeremiah King, CE’06,
and Maria Conte, CE’05,
were married on Oct. 4,
2008. The couple lives in
St. Charles, Mo.

Nicholas Oswald,
Psych’07, married
Lauren Brady,
Psych’08, on Sept. 20,
2008. Both work at
Missouri S&T where
Nicholas is also a
graduate student.

Timothy Michael Thomason, GeoE’02, married
Andrea Gail Sharpless on Aug. 9, 2008. The couple
lives in Greer, S.C.
Brad White, ArchE’05,
married Jamie Miller on
Sept. 13, 2008. The couple
lives in St. Charles, Mo.

If you would like a wedding announcement published,
please email it to: alumni@mst.edu
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2000
Tom Barnes, PetE: “Still living
in Houston and working for
ConocoPhillips Co.”

2001
Jason Bretz, MS EMgt, earned the
designation of LEED Accredited
Professional through the U.S. Green
Building Council’s Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design
program. He is the director of
preconstruction services for
Tarlton Corp. in St. Louis.

2002

Are you ready for
some rugby?
During the 2008 St. Pat’s Celebration,
more than 40 alumni faced oﬀ against the
current Missouri S&T rugby team. Some
of the participants have been getting
together since 1999 for alumni games.
“This past year was the largest
turnout that I have ever seen,” says
Rob Fugate, EE’94. “Many of the alumni
who participated were not aware of the
game until the night before.”
Fugate and others are in the process
of planning a bigger, better alumni game
for Homecoming 2009. “My goal is to
have more than 100 alumni for the next
game,” says Fugate.
For more information, contact
Fugate at 702-303-6331 or
robfugate@msn.com.
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Jayne Huseman, CE, accepted
a position as project manager
at Wight & Co. in Darien, Ill. She
would like to thank everyone
who helped her during her
unemployment. “I’ve learned
so much about the career
transition process and would
be happy to share any of my
resources or experiences to assist
someone experiencing a similar
challenge.”

2003
Jonathan Stewart,
ChE, MS Chem’05,
joined Burns &
McDonnell as an
assistant chemical
engineer.

Sondra Terry,
ArchE, earned
the designation
of LEED Accredited
Professional
through the U.S.
Green Building
Council’s Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design program.
She is a senior project engineer
with Tarlton Corp. in St. Louis.

2005
Jonathan W. Murray, CE, was
elected president of the Treasure
Coast Chapter of the Florida
Engineering Society for the
2008-09 term.
Brian J. Sanders, GeoE,
was promoted to staﬀ engineer
for Geotechnology Inc. in
Collinsville, Ill.
Brad White, ArchE, works for
The Boeing Co. in St. Louis.

Kristen (Duvall) Rericha, BAdm,
is working toward a master’s degree
in real estate through Clemson
University in South Carolina.
She recently discovered that her
father, David Pinkerton, attended
Missouri School of Mines before
serving in Vietnam. She is seeking
information about her father and
his brother, Jay Pinkerton. If you
can help, please email her at
kristenrericha@gmail.com.

2008
Eric Dulle, EnvE,
joined Burns &
McDonnell as
an assistant
environmental
engineer.
Steve Hille, ArchE,
joined Tarlton
Corp. as a project
engineer in its
estimating
department.

2007
Tim Quinn, ME,
joined Burns &
McDonnell as
a mechanical
engineer.

Josh Mongler, ChE, was
accepted into medical school
at the University of MissouriColumbia School of Medicine
in Columbia, Mo.

James Rericha, ArchE, is a resident
project representative at Design
South in Anderson, S.C. He is
working on his master’s degree in
engineering management through
Missouri S&T’s distance education
program.

2004
Jonathan Ballmann, CE, is
expanding his grading and
excavating business, Ballmann
Earthworks. He lives in
Washington, Mo., with his wife,
Julie, a staﬀ pharmacist for
Walgreens in O’Fallon, Mo.

Newberry ordained
Rosemarie Newberry, CSci’79, was recently
ordained as a Unitarian Universalist minister in
Lincroft, N.J. Prior to her ordination, Newberry served
as the ﬁrst chaplain hired by the state for people with
developmental disabilities in New Jersey institutions.

future miners
Mindy
(Gardner)
Carreras,
GeoE’95, and
her husband,
Ed, had a boy,
Steven James, on April 16, 2008. He joins
brother Joseph Michael, 5.
Richalle (Moore)
Day, BSci’03,
ChE’03, and her
husband, Spencer,
had a boy, Aidan
Richard, on
Jan. 24, 2008. His
aunt and uncle
are Terri (Moore)
Green, ME’86, and Marvin Moore,
AE’86.
Megan
(Landwehr)
Ensor, CE’06,
and her husband,
Lewis, had a boy,
Aiden, on
Sept. 17, 2007.

Matt Fischer,
CSci’99, and
Stephanie
“Paige”
(Navin)
Fischer,
ME’01, had
a boy, Aidan
Thomas, on
Sept. 9, 2008.

Shane Hegarty,
AE’99, and
Natalie (Phelan)
Hegarty, AE’99,
had a boy,
Garrett Michael,
on March 8, 2005.
He joins sister
Reagan.

Jason Jeﬀries,
CE’02, MS
CE’04, and
Shannon
(Foil) Jeﬀries,
CE’02, MS
CE’03, had a
boy, Jack Henry, on March 26, 2008. His
grandfather is Jim Foil, CE’74, MS CE’75.
Nathan
Jenkins,
ChE’99, and
his wife, Cindy,
had a boy,
Nolan Joseph,
on July 5, 2008.
He joins sister Sydney, 11, and brothers
Gavin, 6, and Ian, 3. Their grandfather is
the late Rodney Jenkins, ChE’69.
Suzanne (Metzner) Johnston,
EE’91, and her husband, Brent, had a girl,
Catherine Rose, on Sept. 9, 2008. She
joins brother Benjamin, 3.
Jason Jones,
CE’00, and Sadie
(Burke) Jones,
GeoE’98, had a
girl, Mackenzie
Paige, on April
17, 2008. She
joins sister
Mia Grace, 3.

Daniel Robert
Kammler,
CerE’97, and his
wife, Vivian, had
a boy, Miles, on
April 22, 2007.

Kelley
(Hummingbird)
Klor, BSci’07, and
her husband,
Benjamin, had a girl,
Emma Grace, on
Aug. 21, 2008.
Dan Larson,
CE’03, and his wife,
Amanda, had a boy,
Owen Lee, on Aug.
19, 2008. He joins
brothers Ethan and
Jackson.

Brian
Laurence,
ME’89, and his
wife, Jill, had
a boy, Aidan
Lee, on July 21,
2008. He joins brother Tyler David, 2.

Jennifer
(Stewart)
Stewart, ME’98,
MS ME’99, and
her husband,
Chris, had a girl,
Lauren Elizabeth,
on June 2. She
joins brother
Brandon, 3.
Tim Suiter,
ECE’04, and
Jessica (Shultz)
Suiter, Chem’03,
had a boy,
Gregory, on
April 19, 2008.
He joins sister
Bella, 2. Their
grandfather is Dave Suiter, CerE’74,
MS CerE’99.
Vicki (Scammacca) Verdoni, EE’91,
and her husband, Chris, had a girl,
Anna Kate, in October 2007. She joins
brothers Nicholas, 10, Alex, 7, and
Samuel, 3.
Nicholaus A. Wheeler, MetE’04, and
his wife, Hilary, had a boy, Ben, on May
30, 2008. The family lives in Lee’s
Summit, Mo.

Lane Rezek,
ME’99, and
Erika
(Middleton)
Rezek, CerE’99,
had a girl,
Amelia Gale,
on Dec. 29,
2007. Her
grandfather is John Middleton,
GeoE’73, CerE’75, and her great uncle
is Jerry Middleton, EE’70.

If you have a birth announcement, or a photo of your new little Miner, send it to us and
we’ll publish it in an upcoming issue. Email: alumni@mst.edu
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memorials

1933

1944

1947

Charles H.
Lambur, MinE,
was a member of
Phi Kappa Theta,
Blue Key and Army
ROTC. He served
in the U.S. Army
during World War II. Mr. Lambur
was president of the Charles H.
Lambur Pearl Co. in New Jersey.
He enjoyed golf and was a past
president of the New York Athletic
Club. (June 22, 2008)

Glenn E. Dean,
MetE, was a
member of
Lambda Chi Alpha
and Blue Key.
He retired after
more than 30 years
with Continental Can Co.
(Nov. 4, 2007)

Wilbert F. “Will” Wegener, CE,
MS CE’50, was a member of Chi
Epsilon and Tau Beta Pi. He served
in World War II in the European
Theater. Mr. Wegener was a civil
engineering instructor in Rolla
from 1947 to 1950, and worked
for more than 30 years for Mexico
Refractories and Kaiser Aluminum
and Chemical Corp. After
retirement, he and his wife
returned to Mexico, Mo., where
they had raised their family.
They later moved to Columbia.
Mr. Wegener served as a city
councilman and an elder in his
church. (May 27, 2008)

1939
Rae E. (Grimm) Gertch, ChE,
worked for Phillips Petroleum Co.
in Texas. She left engineering to
raise her four children and to teach
school. Mrs. Gertch was happily
married until her husband’s death
in 1998. (April 12, 2008)

policy
for publishing in
Missouri S&T Magazine
• We are happy to announce weddings, births
and promotions, after they have occurred.
• We will mention a spouse’s name if it is
speciﬁcally mentioned in the information
provided by the alumnus/alumna.
• Missouri S&T Magazine will announce deaths,
if information is submitted by an immediate
family member, or from a newspaper obituary.
Notiﬁcation of deaths that have occurred more
than two years before the date of publication
will not be published unless a special request
is made by a family member.
• Obituary information on alumni spouses will
be printed only if the alumnus/alumna speciﬁcally
requests that we print it.
• Date of death is noted in parentheses.
• We will print addresses if speciﬁcally requested to
do so by the alumnus/alumna submitting the note.
• We reserve the right to edit alumni notes to meet
space requirements.
• We will use submitted photos as space permits.
• Due to the production time required for each
issue, submissions may take up to six months to
appear. Your patience is appreciated.
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1942
Harry B. Smith,
EE, was a member
of Lambda Chi
Alpha and Tau
Beta Pi. He served
in an elite Army
intelligence unit
during World War II. Mr. Smith
worked for Westinghouse Electric
Corp. for more than 30 years
helping develop the radar system
for high-altitude surveillance
aircraft. He became president
of the company’s defense and
electronics center and executive
vice president of defense. He
earned many awards and held
20 patents in radar technology.
(Aug. 8, 2008)

1945
John A. Grevillius, NDD, was a
member of Lambda Chi Alpha.
He retired after 30 years with the
Department of Justice and served
as mayor of Alderson, W.Va.
(Sept. 1, 2008)
Amy (Goodhue)
West, EE, was
a member of the
band and worked
on the Rollamo.
After graduation,
she worked for
General Electric Co., but quit work
to raise four children. She returned
to school herself when her
youngest started school. Her last
position was professor emeritus of
mathematics at Berkshire
Community College in
Massachusetts. (Oct. 9, 2008)

1946
Robert L. Mann,
CE, received his
divinity degree
in 1951 and served
as minister to
several Methodist
churches in
Missouri for 30 years. He retired
in 1982. He and his wife moved to
Columbia in 1998. (Oct. 11, 2008)

1948
Jack A. James, MS GGph, PhD
MinE’51, served as a ﬁrst
lieutenant in the Army and
spent more than 30 years as an
exploration geologist, mining
executive and consultant for
various companies in New York
City. He founded and served as
president and chair of Kurtz
Materials Corp., later acquired by
High Industries. Dr. James held
board of director positions for
several companies in Pennsylvania,
and was a U.S. Goodwill
Ambassador to China in 1982.
(Sept. 21, 2008)
Billy D. McNary, Phys, served
in the U.S. Air Force as a pilot
during World War II. His traveling
wave tube designs helped shape
communication satellites.
Mr. McNary worked for several
electronics companies and retired
from Lockheed Martin Corp.
(June 25, 2008)
Charles W.
Wehking, ChE, was
a member of Sigma
Pi and Alpha Chi
Sigma. He retired
from Monsanto
Co. (April 25, 2007)

1949
Raymond E. Daugherty, MetE,
served in Germany during World
War II, was wounded twice and
received the Purple Heart and
Medal of Honor. He worked for
the New Jersey Zinc Co. until his
retirement in 1983. (Sept. 6, 2008)
Thomas B. Long,
EE, was a member
of Triangle, Tau
Beta Pi and Army
ROTC and worked
on the Rollamo.
(March 17, 2007)
Robert E.
Reichelt, EE, was
a quarterback
for the Miners
football team
and a member of
Jackling Jocks. After
retiring from General Electric Co.,
he worked as a probation oﬃcer
in Doniphan, Mo. (July 1, 2008)
James C. Schmitt,
ChE, was a
member of the
Independents and
Alpha Chi Sigma.
He served as a

machine gunner in the U.S. Marine
Corps in the Paciﬁc Theater during
World War II. Mr. Schmitt retired
from the Illinois Power Co. as
director of power plant operations
in Decatur, Ill. (Jan. 12, 2008)
Harold E. Straub, ME, was a
member of Blue Key, Tau Beta Pi
and Army ROTC. He retired from
the Tomkins Corp. in Dayton,
Ohio. (Jan. 26, 2008)
Richard H.
Thompson, EE,
was a member
of Kappa Sigma.
He retired from
Lockheed Martin
Corp. (Jan. 30, 2008)

1950
William G. Barker, ChE,
served in the U.S. Navy during
World War II and the Korean War.
He retired from Abbott
Laboratories. (Jan. 10, 2008)

Ben Barnett Jr.,
ChE, was a
member of Tau
Beta Pi. He served
in a U.S. Army
munitions
transport unit
during World War II and retired
from Shell Oil Co. (July 14, 2008)
Edward H. Henderson, EE, served
in the U.S. Coast Guard during
World War II and the Korean War,
advancing to the rank of
commander. For several years,
he and his family lived overseas
where he worked to establish
power distribution systems for
developing countries.
(Aug. 18, 2008)
William J.
Ruprecht, MetE,
MS MetE’51, was
a member of the
Independents, Tau
Beta Pi and Army
ROTC. He served
in the U.S. Army and retired from
ACF Industries in 1985.
(July 10, 2008)

James B. McGrath
James B. McGrath, CE’49,
who presided over St. Patrick’s Day
ceremonies as
St. Pat in 1948,
passed away
Sept. 20, 2008.
Mr. McGrath
was a fullback
on the Miner
football team and
was a member of
Phi Kappa Theta,
Blue Key, Chi Epsilon and the St. Pat’s
Board. His academic career was
interrupted by World War II. He served
as a navigator on a U.S. Navy bomber.
After his service ended, Mr. McGrath
returned to Rolla. A football star, he
declined a contract with the Pittsburgh
Steelers to pursue an engineering career.
Mr. McGrath founded McGrath &
Associates in 1983. He also served a term
as president of the university’s alumni
association.

Hubert D. “Bert” Minnis
(continued on page 46)

Elmer Spotte
Elmer Spotte, MinE’35, died Jan. 29, 2009, in Mesa,
Ariz., at the age of 97.
Mr. Spotte was the starting center on the Miner football
team for four years. He was a two-time all-conference
selection and, as a senior, he was the team’s captain. During
a field trip with his senior metallurgy class, Mr. Spotte was
offered a job with Republic Steel in Chicago. He accepted
the job and stayed with the company until his retirement
as superintendent of the inspection department 43 years
later. During World War II, steel was a vital industry, and
Mr. Spotte was exempted from military duty.
Mr. Spotte is survived by his wife of 70 years, Henrietta, and two sons, Todd and
Guy. He was preceded in death by a son, Neil, and a brother, Adler. Mr. Spotte is also
survived by two brothers, Walter and Irvin. Elmer and Irvin Spotte, MetE’33, were
featured in the Fall 2008 issue of this magazine as the oldest living Miner brothers.

Hubert D. “Bert” Minnis,
ME’53, passed away May 12, 2008.
Mr. Minnis worked as a cryptographer
for the American
Embassy in
London, where he
coded and decoded
cables between
Franklin Roosevelt
and Winston
Churchill. During
World War II,
Mr. Minnis also
traveled with General Douglas
MacArthur as his cryptographer.
After receiving a bachelor’s degree
in mechanical engineering in Rolla,
Mr. Minnis designed machinery and
worked as a consultant. He was an
accomplished equestrian and enjoyed
playing bridge with his wife.
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1951
Robert O. Faris, PetE, retired from
the National Reﬁning Co. in 1990.
(Nov. 14, 2007)
Joseph P. Fris, ChE,
was a member of
the Independents,
Alpha Chi Sigma
and Tau Beta Pi.
He served in the
U.S. Air Force and
retired from Union Carbide Co.
(July 5, 2008)

Dwight L. Deardeuﬀ, M.D.
Dr. Dwight
L. Deardeuff,
Chem’72, an
internal medicine
practitioner in
Rolla, passed
away on Saturday,
Nov. 1, 2008, at
the age of 58.
Dr. Deardeuff earned his
undergraduate degree in chemistry
from Missouri S&T, and his medical
degree from the University of
Missouri-Columbia. He was a veteran
of the U.S. Navy, having served from
1977-1980.
In lieu of flowers, memorial
contributions are suggested to the
American Cancer Society or Phelps
Regional Hospice.
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David D. Parrish,
CE, was a member
of Chi Epsilon and
Tau Beta Pi and
served in the U.S.
Navy during World
War II. He was
vice president for G.H. Sternberg
Construction and retired as
superintendent of C.D. Peters
Construction, both in Granite
City, Ill. Mr. Parrish was active in
his community and church, and
served as a Boy Scout leader for
more than 18 years. (Oct. 6, 2008)

1952
Robert E. “Bob”
Kelly, MS Phys,
was a member
of the radio club.
He earned a
doctorate in
physics and taught
at the University of Mississippi
for 30 years. Dr. Kelly later worked
at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory until his retirement.
He played in various jazz
ensembles, orchestras and big
bands. (Aug. 25, 2008)
Hong S. Moy, CE,
retired from
the Veterans
Administration
Hospital in
Coatesville, Pa.
(June 27, 2008)

Gerald F.
Sinnamon, MS EE,
retired from
Bendex Aviation
Corp. and
American Science
and Engineering
Inc. (March 14, 2008)

1953
Frederick R.
Wagner, EE, MS
EE’54, retired from
McDonnell
Douglas Corp.
He was an avid
pilot and family
historian. (Aug. 19, 2008)

1955
Franklin M. Hill, MS Phys,
retired from Holston Defense Co.
(Aug. 21, 2008)
Herman A. Ray,
CE, was on the golf
team. He served
in the U.S. Navy
during World War II
and the Korean
War and was
assistant district chief for the Idaho
district of the U.S. Geological
Survey for 25 years. Mr. Ray served
as president of the Idaho Seniors
Golf Association. (Sept. 11, 2008)

1956
Robert F. Cobb,
GGph, was a
member of the
Independents,
Tech Club,
Spelunkers and
the St. Pat’s Board.
He served in the U.S. Army in
Germany and retired from the
USG Corp. His late wife, Marge,
was on the St. Pat’s Court of Love
and Beauty in 1951. Mr. Cobb
was active in his church and
volunteered at his local veterans’
hospital and animal shelter.
(Aug. 16, 2008)

Harry E. “Bill”
Holden, Phys,
enlisted in the U.S.
Air Force and was
accepted into
West Point Military
Academy. He
received his law degree and served
as an administrative judge in
Missouri for the Department
of Agriculture, the Public Service
Commission and the Division
of Employment Security.
(Aug. 15, 2008)
Charles E. Lea, NDD, graduated
from West Point Military Academy
and served in the U.S. Army in
Germany. He completed medical
school and volunteered to serve
in Vietnam, where he received
numerous medals and citations.
Dr. Lea had private medical
practices in Oklahoma and
Missouri. (Oct. 8, 2008)

1957
Harold W. Christian, NDD, was a
member of Lambda Chi Alpha and
Alpha Chi Sigma. (Oct. 12, 2008)
Curtis R.
Schaﬀner, GGph,
was a member
of Beta Sigma Psi.
He retired from
Kennecott Corp.
in Salt Lake City,
Utah, in 1998. (Feb. 27, 2008)

1958
William R. “Bill”
Hammock Jr.,
ME, was a member
of Pi Tau Sigma.
He worked as a
NASA expert and
manager on the
Apollo Program, the Lunar module
descent propulsion system and
the space shuttle project.
Mr. Hammock received a NASA
Superior Achievement Award
for his contributions during the
Apollo 13 accident. After retiring
from NASA in 1988, he consulted

for Lockheed Martin Corp.
He was active in his church and
community. (Oct. 12, 2008)

1960
Clark C. Uline, CE, was a member
of Tau Kappa Epsilon, Student
Council and Army ROTC.
He retired as vice president
after more than 30 years with
SubSurface Constructors in
St. Louis. (Dec. 19, 2007)

1962
Eugene C. Fadler,
ME, MS ME’66,
was a member
of Tau Beta Pi,
Pi Tau Sigma,
Phi Kappa Phi, the
Independents and
the Tech Engine Club. He worked
for Ford Motor Co. for 34 years,
retiring as manager of Core Safety
Assurance. Mr. Fadler served a
three-year term as director of the
Miner Alumni Association in the
1970s. (Sept. 30, 2008)

1963
Ira M. Goldstone, MS GGph,
was the former president of Horn
Exterior Restoration Corp. in Long
Island, N.Y. (May 10, 2008)
Ronald L.
L’Hommedieu, CE,
served on the
Student Union
Board and was
a member of the
Independents, the
Tech Engine Club and the Baptist
Student Union. He managed large
construction projects for the
Ralph M. Parsons Co. in Saudi
Arabia, and the expansion of
the Reagan National and Dulles
airports. He retired from DMJM
Aviation in March of 2008.
Mr. L’Hommedieu was active in
his church and enjoyed metal
and woodworking, vintage gas
and steam engines, and his 1939
44-foot bay-built boat.
(Aug. 15, 2008)

Robert H. McFarland

1966
Gerald D. “Jerry”
Hall, CE, was a
member of Tau
Beta Pi. He retired
from Caterpillar
Inc. in 2001.
(Aug. 4, 2008)

1967
Ming H. Hung, MS CE, retired
from Raytheon Co. in Waltham,
Mass. (Oct. 1, 2008)

1968
Mehdi H. “Max” Mirbaba,
MS GGph, is remembered for
his wit and contagious smile.
(March 2, 2008)

1970
Ronald G. Brunner, ME, was a
member of Sigma Nu. He worked
for Gas Processors Association.
(July 6, 2008)
Thomas M. Cragg, MS CE, was a
member of Chi Epsilon. He retired
from the U.S. Army in 1996.
(Oct. 24, 2007)
(continued on page 48)

Albert L. Kidwell
Albert L. Kidwell, GGph’40, passed away
Aug. 16, 2008. He was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha,
Blue Key and Tau Beta Pi. He completed his master’s
degree at Washington University and his Ph.D. at the
University of Chicago. Dr. Kidwell worked for Carter
Oil Co. Research Laboratory for 15 years and retired
from Exxon Production Research after 20 years.
He was an avid mineral collector and discovered an
unknown mineral in 1948 in Arkansas. It was named
“Kidwellite” after him by the International
Nomenclature Committee in 1978.

Dr. Robert H. McFarland, professor
emeritus of physics, passed away Sunday,
Sept. 14.
Valedictorian of his high school class,
Dr. McFarland earned a bachelor of
science degree in physics, mathematics
and general education from Kansas State
Teacher’s College in 1940.
After earning his Ph.D. in 1947 from
the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
Dr. McFarland became a professor at
Kansas State University. He led a plasma
physics laboratory in Livermore, Calif.,
then served as professor of physics and
graduate dean at Missouri S&T, and
vice president of academic affairs at
the University of Missouri-Columbia.
Dr. McFarland then spent two years in
Washington, D.C., reviewing applications
for high-energy physics research grants.
Dr. McFarland is survived by
his wife, Twilah, two sons, four
granddaughters and a great grandson.

Fred Amon Ziegler
Fred Amon Ziegler, mechanic
and bus driver for athletic teams at
Missouri S&T, passed away on Monday,
Oct. 20, 2008.
Mr. Ziegler was trained as a
mechanic when he served in the Air
Force during World War II. He worked
as a mechanic for Holsom Bakery and as
a partner in DriveRite Automotive before
coming to Missouri S&T. Mr. Ziegler has
been described as one of the best fans
the university’s athletic program has
ever had.
Mr. Ziegler grew up on the
Gasconade River and enjoyed fishing
for smallmouth bass and redhorse
suckers with family and friends. He also
had lifetime passions for bluegrass music
and vegetable gardening. Mr. Ziegler
grew, sold and donated vegetables to
the elderly.
Memorial contributions are
suggested to the Little Prairie Bible
Camp or the American Cancer Society.
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1971

1979

1988

Ram S. Bhatia, MS EE, worked for
Bechtel Power Corp. for 17 years.
He retired in 2007 after 17 years
with the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission as a reactor inspector.
(July 17, 2008)

Terry A. Sherman, CE, was
a member of Sigma Tau Gamma.
He worked for the Metropolitan
St. Louis Sewer District.
(Aug. 18, 2007)

Michelle G. “Shelly” (Donze)
Gaither, ChE, MS EMgt’92, was
a member of Kappa Delta and
Alpha Chi Sigma. She worked at
BP for 19 years, most recently as
a business manager, and enjoyed
travel, gardening and baking pies.
(Sept. 2, 2008)

1972
William R. “Bob” Stephens, MS
EMgt, served in the U.S. Army
Signal Corp. during World War II.
He retired as head of the electrical
and industrial department at
Sverdrup & Parcel Co. after 37
years with the company.
(Sept. 21, 2008)

Car accident claims the
lives of two students
Derek A. Medlock, a senior in
civil engineering from Holt, Mo., and
Joshua C. Roach, a senior in business
from Kansas City, Mo., were killed in a
car accident Oct. 10.
Born in Kansas City, Mo., in 1984,
Mr. Medlock earned a bachelor of arts
degree in mathematics from Central
Methodist University before
attending Missouri S&T. He was
expected to graduate in December 2008.
His brother, Blaine Medlock, is also a
senior at Missouri S&T.
Mr. Roach previously attended
William Jewell College, where he was a
member of Lambda Chi Alpha, and the
University of Kansas. He is survived by
his parents and two brothers.
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Jay A. Medley, ME, was a member
of Pi Tau Sigma. He was a design
engineer for NASA.
(March 31, 2008)

1989
Lee E. Belsky, ChE,
was a member
of the chess club
and participated
in the Wesley
Foundation.
(March 9, 2008)

friends
William Allen
(Oct. 26, 2007)
Ethelene Breuer, wife of
Dr. D.W. “Wally” Breuer
(July 2, 2008)
Raymond K. Chaﬁn,
Ph.D. student at Missouri S&T
(Sept. 8, 2008)
James E. Davis
(Feb. 14, 2008)
Christel Doyen
(Nov. 25, 2007)
Earl E. Erickson
(June 9, 2008)
Ella Goslin, wife of the late
S&T economics professor
Dr. Roscoe B. Goslin
(May 29, 2008)
Maralee Harsell, wife of
the late Thomas L. Harsell Jr.,
ChE’39 (Dec. 18, 2007)
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1980

Roberta Jacoby, wife of
the late Charles H. Jacoby,
MinE’42 (July 13, 2008)
Dorothy Krall, wife of
John J. Krall, EE’44
(Aug. 29, 2007)
James B. Malloy, past
Honorary Knight with
connections to the University
of Dublin and its participants
in Rolla’s St. Pat’s celebrations
(Sept. 18, 2008)
Wanda McClendon, wife of
John McClendon
(Sept. 9, 2008)
Georgiann McGinnis,
retired S&T staﬀ member
(Aug. 19, 2008)
Constance E. “Connie”
McPherson, sister of
Dr. George McPherson Jr.,
S&T professor emeritus of
electrical engineering
(Aug. 25, 2008)

Marie “Sally” Mills
(Oct. 9, 2008)
Jack Dale Phelps, retired
S&T power plant operator,
(Sept. 9, 2008)
Bennie W. Picker
(Oct. 28, 2007)
Robert W. Plaster
(Oct. 11, 2008)
John E. Senne, bass ﬁddle
player in the university and
community orchestra
(Aug. 8, 2008)
Arthur L. Smith
(Sept. 2, 2008)
Ruth M. Steinmeyer, wife
of the late John Steinmeyer,
economics faculty member
from 1947-1964
(Aug. 20, 2008)
Othella Williamson
(Sept. 27, 2008)
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Honoring a mentor: Joe and Sally Rupp

In every student’s educational journey, there’s at least one
professor who forever alters the course of that student’s life. For
Joe Rupp, MetE’72, there’s no question that person was the late
Dr. Thomas O’Keefe, Curators’ Professor emeritus of metallurgical
engineering at Missouri S&T.
As an undergraduate student, Rupp sought counsel and advice
from O’Keefe, MetE’58, PhD MetE’65, when he decided to enter the
metallurgical engineering program. When Rupp’s first summer internship
fell through, O’Keefe stepped forward to recommend him as a candidate
for Olin Corp.’s cooperative engineering program. After 37 years with the
company, he’s now its chair, president and CEO.
“His help to me during these early years was typical of his desire
to help young people make important decisions about their careers and
lives,” says Rupp.
Joe and his wife, Sally, recently gave $100,000 to establish the
Dr. Thomas J. O’Keefe Lecture Series. “In a small way, the lecture series
will continue the academic environment he worked hard to create. We
hope that environment will assist the university in providing continued
excellence in technical education.”

Wayne Huebner, CerE’82, PhD CerE’87, chair of materials science
and engineering at Missouri S&T, says the department plans to use the
funds to bring back a high-profile alumnus each autumn at Homecoming.
The series will begin this year.
Tom’s son Matthew O’Keefe, MetE’85, professor of materials
science and engineering at Missouri S&T, says knowing that
Thomas O’Keefe’s name will be associated with the metallurgical
engineering program for years to come through the generosity of the
Rupp family is very comforting.
“He constantly worked to bring out the best in each person, to
maximize potential in ways that benefit us all,” says the younger O’Keefe.
“His passion for educating undergraduate and graduate students didn’t
stop at the classroom door, the edge of the lab bench, or the end of the
semester. He cared about each student in a very personal and professional
way, and it brought him great joy to see the students succeed in their
careers.”
Photo of Dr. Thomas O’Keefe taken by Sam O’Keefe. Photo of Joe and
Sally Rupp submitted by the Rupps.
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